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??????Introduction?
 
And - and my main responsibility here is to convince the American people that it is smart 
economics and it is going to be the engine of our economic growth for us to be a leader in 
clean energy. 
 – Barack Obama on PBS NewsHour, The New York Times, December 23, 2009. 
Climate change is an issue with potentially enormous environmental, political, and 
economic consequences that was put on the national and international agendas by 
scientists. It has encouraged intense international processes of institution building, 
interaction and negotiations amongst the United Nations, governments and individual 
citizens: the policy debate over climate change is spreading rapidly. Yet, climate change 
has become a controversial subject in political and economic debates, and nowhere 
more so than in the United States, where finding policies to address an ecological threat 
that could have catastrophic global consequences is extremely challenging. (Skolnikoff 
1999, 17–18, 44.) 
In this study I will look into this contemporary and influential subject that is being 
discussed in the global public sphere: Climate change. By studying the moral dynamics 
found in the current American climate change debate and reflecting different 
justifications that people use as a base of their arguments this study suggests that 
climate change is a sociologically crucial issue. The objective is to create a dialogue 
between two different research materials that both represent and take part in the debate: 
national reportage on climate change and views from local actors. As primary data I use 
articles that are gathered from the newspaper New York Times and as a supportive data, 
I use interviews from Californian non-governmental organizations (NGOs).  
My main motive to combine these two materials is that they both represent different, but 
essential perspectives in climate governance; the debate in the newspaper being global 
and national by its nature, whereas the interviews from NGOs being local. Instead of 
considering climate change as a global question, many scholars argue that it is rather a 
multi-level problem, in which different levels of engagements and decision-making are 
involved in addressing climate change, including local, regional, national and 
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international actors and networks (Bulkeley & Newell 2010, 3.) Thus this enables an 
examination of the relationship of global, national and local perspectives on climate 
change on the basis of the justification theory. Throughout this study I present these 
different levels and state their importance.  
The theoretical framework of this study is based on a justification theory developed by 
Luc Boltanski & Laurent Thévenot (1999). The literature review and analysis chapters 
follow three current disputes in climate politics identified by Harriet Bulkeley and Peter 
Newell (2010, 25–33): The use of science, privatization and marketization of climate 
governance and climate justice.  
The focus in this study is on the United States, which is a crucial country when it comes 
to international climate politics. First, considering its levels of greenhouse gas 
emissions, the United States accounts about 44 percent of the greenhouse gas emissions 
(GHG) of the industrialized (OECD) countries as a whole, and is the second highest 
emitter in the world after China. Second, it has continuously refused to sign the 1Kyoto 
Protocol. Third, climate change denial has a strong foothold in the US. (Giddens 2009, 
23, 182, 188.) 
This study is part of a larger, comparative research project conducted by Helsinki 
Research Group for Political Sociology. The project is called Climate Change and Civil 
Society and its goal is to compare the climate change debates in the mass media and 
engagements by civil society organizations in five different countries: Finland, India, 
United States, Russia and France. The project aims to make a comparative analysis of 
the selected countries by analyzing the engagements of actors promoting climate change 
politics on different levels: in transnational media debates regarding climate politics or 
climate science, and national NGOs and local activist participation in the debate. The 
research project’s goal is to find moral dimensions in the debate. This is done on a basis 
of Public Justification Analysis (PJA) that builds on a justification theory developed by 
Laurent Thévenot and Luc Boltanski (1999). 
                                                            
1 Kyoto Protocol is an international agreement composed in 1997 in Kyoto, Japan, that aims to fight 
global warming by committing developed countries to reduce their GHGs. (Vig & Faure 2004, 207.) 
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Although climate change has been a very popular topic in numerous fields of research, 
many scholars call for more sociological research concerning environmental issues (e.g. 
Urry 2011, 7–8, Jasanoff 2010, 248–249).  
According to Constance Lever-Tracy (2008, 445, 452), excluding the environmental 
sociologists, the mainstream sociology has stayed surprisingly silent about the risks 
climate change poses on societies due to the suspicions of teleology naturalistic 
explanations for social facts. 
One of the most promising sociological insights into climate change comes from John 
Urry. In he’s book Climate Change & Society, Urry (2011, 7–8, 16, 155–156, 164) also 
calls for more sociological research that emphasizes the importance of society to climate 
change. This means realizing the resource-dependencies of social life and the fact that 
our societies are very much carbon-based. Urry is interested in examining how the 
society consists of the kinds of processes and practices that have direct and indirect 
effects on warming of the earth. The dichotomy between social and material worlds 
should be rejected, for they are intertwined.  Although it is reasonably well understood 
that “human behavior” is central to climate, the discipline that has so far captured that 
behavior is economics. But the problem with this is that economics’ primary interest is 
in individuals and not in the social-and physical systems that are far more important 
when it comes to analyzing climate change futures and creating the kinds of social 
models that can be combined with climate models to create new low carbon systems in 
societies. That is why sociology should replace the economics’ dominant role in the 
research area.    
There clearly is demand for research that examines social aspects and engagements to 
climate change. In this study I pay attention to the different voices taking part in the 
climate change debate: scientists, politicians, journalists and civic actors. It is clear that 
reaching consensus about climate change and what should be done about it, whether we 
are talking about international conferences and agreements or national climate politics, 
is extremely difficult. Nevertheless, the action required to mitigate the risks of climate 
change largely comes from the pressures that people place on decision-makers. This 
study contributes to the field of climate change research by looking into the moral 
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dimensions behind climate talk and thereby building a new perspective on social 
research about climate change. Furthermore, I am applying a new research method that I 
have participated to develop. 
The results presented in this study provide insight into how climate change is critically 
viewed in the U.S. and what kinds of solutions are being offered to tackle the problem. I 
argue that their strong belief in technological and external solutions and emphasis on 
efficiency and market factors is a general feature of the American political culture 
resulting in common usage of industrial and market justifications in the American 
climate change debate.  
 
1.1?????Research?questions?
 
As a global threat, climate change has gained a steady position as a topic in the global 
public sphere; ever since its politicization, when making statements and arguments 
about political issues, people find it more and more difficult to neglect environmental 
issues. At the same time, climate change has a significant effect on political decision 
making, scientific research and on the activity of non-governmental organizations. Yet, 
while the scientific community has during the years built an increasingly alarming 
picture of the challenges caused by climate change, the international community and 
especially the United States have been slow to act. (Bulkeley & Newell 2010, 1.) In this 
study I examine what kinds of environmental issues are being discussed in the United 
States and how, why and by whom are they addressed by studying the moral arguments 
of the participants in the climate change debate. 
The theoretical framework in this study is based on a justification theory developed by 
Laurent Thévenot and Luc Boltanski (1999) that observes the critical capacity of actors 
to make public, moral statements, and at the same time, enables an examination of 
cultural differences in the usage of different justification types. According to Thévenot, 
Moody and Lafaye (2000, 229, 239), there are some pragmatic requirements in making 
a moral statements in the public sphere; an argument must offer a proof as its basis, 
thus, a justification for it. Yet, it must also enable a legitimate critique and denunciation 
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of the justification. The justification theory is suitable for analyzing cultural features of 
the debate on environmental issues for several reasons.  First, it takes into account the 
dynamics of argumentation, but also the institutional, technical, legal and material 
settings which support the debate and are important aspects of it. Second, it moves 
beyond a model of analysis that assumes stable values and culture to an approach which 
considers cultural values “in use” and examines the ways actors creatively employ them 
in practice. Thus, I argue that the justification theory enables the examination of what is 
being considered as valuable or worthy in terms of addressing climate change 
particularly in the United States.  
To grasp the national characteristics of the climate debate in the U.S., my research 
questions are the following: who are the main actors taking part in the climate change 
debate in the United States and what kind of arguments are used; what kinds of 
solutions do they propose to combat climate change; how do local actors participate in 
the climate change debate and what kinds of arguments do they use. 
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??????Justifying?claims?in?the?climate?change?disputes?
 
Harriet Bulkeley and Peter Newell (2010, 25–33) have identified three key 
controversies in climate politics: Use of science, the increasing role of private sector in 
climate governance and finally, climate justice that is being challenged by countries’ 
selfish interests. The three main analysis chapters of this study (chapters 5, 6 and 7 
following the initial descriptive analysis in chapter 4) follow these three themes in the 
American climate change debate and in the talk by NGOs. They are arranged according 
to a justification theory by Laurent Thévenot and Luc Boltanski (1999) and the purpose 
is to examine the use of moral justifications in terms of each theme. In this literature 
review I present the justification theory briefly after which I go through the three 
themes: What do we already know about them and how do the different worlds of 
justifications relate to them? Although this review concerns the different levels of 
climate politics: National, global and local, special attention is paid to the context of the 
U.S. The final chapter of this section focuses on the local actors: What is the role of 
civil society and how do local actors address environmental issues? 
 
2.1?????Worlds?of?justification??
 
The theoretical framework in this study is based on Luc Boltanski’s and Laurent 
Thévenot’s ideas about justifications. Their theory builds on the idea of different 
regimes of engagement that all consider the dependency between the actors and their 
environment. The good that engagement aims to ensure varies according to how reality 
is grasped and what is perceived as relevant information. (Thévenot 2007, 410.) By 
stating the different regimes of engagements, Boltanski and Thévenot pursue to answer 
e.g. following questions:  how people connect to the world? How do they seek trust and 
stability in an uncertain world? How do they justify their values to themselves and 
others? There are three ways to do this. One way to do this is to rely on the familiar 
relationships in the grammar of close, personal bonds (the regime of familiarity). The 
other option is to base arguments on the grammar of liberal individuals, where 
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negotiations, exchanges and persons own interests are considered worthy (the regime of 
engagement in plan). The last regime of engagement brings us to the justification 
theory. In this grammar, essential is the definition of common good on which people 
base their arguments (the regime of public justification). (Thévenot, 2007, 416–417.) 
Boltanski and Thévenot (2007, 415) place disputes in the heart of sociological research. 
At moments of disputes, public qualifications that fit into constructions of the common 
good are used to criticize and justify. In their article The Sociology of Critical Capacity 
(1999, 360) Boltanski and Thévenot present the kinds of situations in everyday social 
life that can be analyzed by their requirement for the justifications of action. These 
situations can be defined as disputes that break the ordinary course of action, for 
example when someone’s actions or arguments are being criticized by someone else. 
However, both parties of the dispute must now provide a justified reason for their 
course of action.  
In their work on legitimate orders of worth, Boltanski and Thévenot propose an analysis 
of the legitimacy of these orders as based on a grammar of the sense of fairness 
common to them all (Thévenot 2007, 415). By combining empirical data to political 
philosophy they have developed different worlds of justice or orders of worth to which 
people will plead when faced with a dispute. These different worlds reflect the ideals 
and principles that are considered to be most superior and valuable. Boltanski and 
Thévenot have developed seven different worlds that are to some extent historical 
constructions. Some of them ground people’s justifications less and less whereas other 
ones are newer and emerging. The seven worlds are The Civic World, The Inspirational 
World, The World of Renown, The Market World, The Market World, The Industrial 
World, The Domestic World and The World of Ecology. Disputes based on arguments 
that are justified in the terms of different worlds can be solved by either criticism 
(changing a worth relevant to one world into another one) or then by making a 
compromise between two worlds. (Boltanski & Thévenot 1999, 365–366, 370–375.)  
In the Civic World common good is sought from common action and joint agreements. 
Solidarity, equity and shared wellbeing are respected virtues that are pursued. 
Collectives are the most important actors, not individuals as such. In the Inspirational 
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World creativity, devotion and independence are considered as valuable, thus, creative 
acts, artistic works or literature are considered as worthy. (Boltanski & Thévenot 1999, 
370–371.) 
In the World of Fame recognition and renown are appreciated. Valuable persons are for 
example celebrities and known persons. In the Market World, calculations based on 
costs and benefits are crucial. The worthiest and most pursued object is simple money 
and those who contribute most to the material production are respected. In The 
Industrial World efficiency, rationality, planning and monitoring are highly valued 
virtues. A respectable person in the Industrial World would be an engineer who designs 
efficient systems. Domestic World is based on close relationships, traditions and 
hierarchies. In the World of Ecology, nature and its diversity are regarded crucial. Those 
who pursue to coordinate their lifestyle according to environmental objectives are 
considered most respectable. (Boltanski & Thévenot 1999, 370–375.) 
The following controversies concerning climate change politics are particularly 
interesting in terms of justification theory since they are full of disputes. When 
discussing about them, people appeal to different values and motives, thus, some base 
their arguments according to technological solutions or markets whereas some 
arguments are grounded on “green values”, or sense of justice. By examining which 
moral arguments are most common in national discussions, I am able to trace some 
general characteristics of the American political culture. 
 
2.2?????The?use?of?science??
 
The interface between science and policy is one of central issues in the governance of 
climate change (Bulkeley & Newell 2010, 25). Climate science is a part of the industrial 
world where the worth is measured according to professional capabilities and planning, 
methods and tools are considered as valuable. (Boltanski & Thévenot 1999, 372–373). 
Climate scientists produce knowledge about the problem that is based on objectivity, 
rationality and different scientific models that is used to tackle the problem. However, 
in terms of the justification theory, it is also interesting that the climate skeptics actually 
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present themselves as part of the scientific community and use the same rhetoric 
grounded in the industrial world for opposite purposes. The analysis chapter 5 shows 
the ambivalent attitudes of Americans towards climate science. Another aspect to 
solving the problem of climate change that is based on the industrial world, are the 
different technological solutions – this is also being addressed in this study in the 
analysis chapter 5. 
 
Climate?science?and?the?problem?of?skeptics??
 
Climate change in on the international policy agenda primarily because of warnings 
from scientists. Science has been the significant ground in the debate about climate 
change: the severity of the threat, the nature of the impacts and economic costs 
associated with taking action. It is used by all actors involved in the debate – businesses, 
politicians and NGOs - providing them advantages over the claims of others. Indeed, the 
worlds of science and politics overlap in a way that abstract scientific findings are 
translated into policy messages. (Bulkeley & Newell 2010, 27–28.) This chapter 
addresses the dual role of climate science: Even though the scientists were the first to 
detect the problem and alerted the public of its severity, it is now contested in the U.S. 
by climate skeptics and used as a tool to spread their anti-environmental messages. 
In tracing the relationship between science and climate change policy over time, we can 
see a transition from “policy to science” to “science to policy”. Much of the scientific 
knowledge needed to understand climate change has been in place since the early 1960s. 
At that time though, the interest surrounding the new findings were somewhat marginal 
and certainly there was no political will to act upon it. Climate change as a global 
problem moved closer to political agenda and public sphere during the 1970s-1980s. 
There were several reasons to this. First of all, as more scientific knowledge confirmed 
the severity of the problem, governments started to establish national and supranational 
organizations, panels and conferences addressing the global environment. Moving to 
“science to policy” meant that problem recognition wasn’t sufficient anymore. Climate 
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change became a social problem that required responses, actions and decisions. (Corfee-
Morlot, Maslin & Burgess 2007, 2741–2742, 2753.)  
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), set up by the United Nations 
in 1988, acts as a superior authority for scientific community regarding climate change. 
It gathers the top climate scientists from around the world to produce a so called 
“managerial discourse” that interacts with national and international policy discourse. 
“Managerial discourse” draws primary authority from scientific findings, it focuses on 
macro scale solutions and it bases actions on external policy interventions.  (Boykoff 
2007, 477.) 
Nevertheless, according to Bulkeley and Newell (2010, 27), ever since its 
establishment, the work of IPCC has severely politicized: businesses, NGOs and 
government representatives all participate in the drafting of IPCC’s reports and pursue 
to modify their content according to their differing motives. Some of the participants are 
clearly interested in stressing the severity of the problem and immediate action while 
others, opposing action, highlight the uncertainties concerning the scientific reports.   
Indeed, one of the most common topics of disagreement in the current climate debate, 
particularly in the United States, is the validity of the scientific research; despite a 
growing consensus within the scientific community regarding climate change as a 
severe social problem and regular reports by such powerful institutional scientific 
communities as IPCC, in the United States the anthropogenic climate change is being 
questioned like nowhere else in the world. (Skolnikoff 1999, 17–18.) 
Climate change denial is an industry that consists of several actors and groups: of the 
fossil fuel industry, conservative foundations and think tanks, front groups, contrarian 
scientists, the conservative media and conservative politicians. One of their main goals 
is to produce as much uncertainty about climate change as possible. Although the 
opposition to global environmental policy-making in general and especially the Kyoto 
Protocol comes from varied conservative groups, the most influential anti-
environmental countermovement are the conservative think tanks that have played a key 
role in the rise of the conservative movement for many decades. (McCright & Dunlap 
2003, 349, 353.)  
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One of the main reasons why the conservative movement opposes environmental 
actions taken by the government is that they see them as a threat to economic 
libertarianism, a core element of their ideology. Especially dangerous are any 
internationally binding agreements that could hurt the economic growth. The 
conservative movement has developed three counter-claims about the climate change:  
that the scientific research regarding climate change is weak, if not wrong, that the net 
effect of the possible global warming would actually be beneficial, and that the policies 
aimed to reject the climate change would cause more harm than good. (McCright & 
Dunlap 2003, 353–354.) 
Dunlap and McCright point to the fact that producing uncertain and confusing 
information, including contesting the official knowledge about climate change, is most 
successful when it is done by individuals that the media and public will see as experts 
(Dunlap & McCright 2011b, 152). 
Several studies have shown that the environmental movement strongly uses scientific 
findings and reports to support their cause. As a response to this, in the early 1990s, the 
conservative movement was producing a large amount of material that was meant to 
challenge the environmental science which it labeled as “junk science”. Undermining or 
denying the scientific basis of climate change has become to known as environmental 
skepticism that denies the seriousness of environmental problems and questions the 
environmentally protective policies. One of the first ones to introduce the environmental 
skepticism was Julian Simon, who in the early 1980s denied the possibility of limits of 
growth. Although he’s extremely controversial worldview, based on technological 
optimism, was criticized by most scientists, he became an adviser to the Reagan 
Administration and had a major influence on some US policies. Since that, many 
contrarian scientists and conservative foundations have taken on the issue. The Marshall 
Institute, established in 1984, is the leader in climate change denial. It has links to 
several famous contrarian scientists and it produces a vast amount of material that 
criticizes climate science yearly. (Dunlap & McCright 2010, 242–245, 248.) 
One of the problems with contrarian scientist is that most of them lack the expertise 
related to climate change issues. But the collaboration of some conservative foundations 
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and the contrarian scientists has created a so called denial industry: climate change 
denial and the foundations that promote it now offers the possibility of gaining fame or 
career for contrarian scientists by funding their research or hiring them. On the other 
hand, as I mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the denial machine needs these 
scientists as spokespersons to gain credibility on their arguments. (Dunlap & McCright 
2011b, 151–152.) 
It has been studied that the Americans form their opinion about climate change 
according to their political orientation. For example, by analyzing Gallup Polls between 
2001 and 2010, McCright and Dunlap found strong evidence that supports the division 
between Republicans and Democrats. Liberals and Democrats are more likely to have 
thoughts about climate change consistent with the scientific consensus and to express 
concern about environmental issues than are conservatives and Republicans. Moreover, 
this division has grown remarkably over the past decade.  Given the conflicting 
statements the public receives from the political and ideological elites on climate 
change, it is no wonder that the information they receive about climate change mostly 
reinforces the existing political differences. (McCright & Dunlap 2011a, 155, 178–190.) 
It seems that in the U.S., conceptualizing climate change continues as problematic: Both 
the public’s opinion about climate change and the climate policy settings are being 
affected by numerous things: the structure of the government, the strong division 
between the two political parties, - the Democrats and the Republicans - economic 
interests and the popularity of the conservative movement and climate change skeptics 
who are known for lobbying and questioning the climate science. As a result, both the 
public and politicians have very contrasted ideas even about whether climate change is 
happening or not. (McCright & Dunlap 2011a, 178–179.) Clearly, this is a paradox that 
needs to be studied more.   
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Controversies?in?the?U.S.?Media?
 
The information we get from the media, shapes our values and beliefs, often 
unconsciously. In all societies, the opinions under discussion depend on the accessible 
information that usually is provided by the media. (Bogart 2000, 18.) 
Many writers emphasize the connection between national news coverage on climate 
change and the attitudes and willingness to take action by the government and public. In 
those countries where governments take climate change seriously, the media are prone 
to follow. On the other hand, in many countries, such as in the United States, the 
uncertainty in news reporting reflects the reluctance towards dealing with climate 
change. (Boyce & Lewis 2009, 10–11.)  
Hence, it is crucial to keep in mind that media is not an objective operator in reporting 
climate change news; some things are exaggerated, some are marginalized (Boyce & 
Lewis 2009, viii). In the following I will present some reasons for the inconsistency of 
the news coverage on climate change. 
At first glance, the American media system appears to be based on a market model, 
which means that mainly it is privately owned. Regulation and state interference are 
minimal. Yet, at the same time, American journalism is committed in a tradition called 
social responsibility; providing objective reporting on current issues. In recent years 
though, intensified competition has lowered this responsibility and resulted the news 
organizations to be more obedient to audience demand. (Curran et al. 2009, 6–7.)  
The American media can be assessed through two processes: the way by which the 
media relates to the society and by its’ diversity and richness of content. In the United 
States, the distribution of media content to the public is one of the best the world: 
almost the entire population has access to media output. However, when judging the 
number of voices and subgroups that have entry to the media amongst a large and 
diverse population, the conclusion is a growing gap between the number of voices in 
society and the number heard in the media. How can one assess the diversity and 
richness in the U.S. media? One way is to look at the diversity of ownership of the 
media and the public’s opinions about its legitimacy. (Iyengar & Reeves 1997, 66–67.) 
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The United States has more media outlets than any other society, but no real national 
media. Nevertheless, just looking at the number of them is misleading: money and 
power are divided in the hands of relatively small number of corporate hands, while 
small operators struggle since they cannot compete with the major media in distribution 
or in influence over public opinion. Because the small voices that usually create the 
most unique insights are losing their grip in the face of a few big corporations, also the 
content of the mass media is becoming more homogenized. There are at least two 
reasons for this. First, the owners of the big media outlets usually have unusually high 
influence on the produced content. Thereby the ideal thought about journalists who 
write from the basis of their own values doesn’t really apply here. Second, the 
intensified competition and turbulent markets means economic pressures to reliance on 
profits and advertising which tend to lower the quality of the content. Therefore, 
considering the second term of the richness of the U.S. media, that is the public’s views 
about its legitimacy, a public used to a narrow range of ideas will come to regard that 
narrowness as the only legitimate condition. (Iyengar & Reeves 1997, 67–71.) 
According to Boykoffs (2007), there are certain journalistic norms that explain why 
climate change has struggled to attain fair and accurate attention in the US media. These 
norms include dramatization, that is the emphasis on the crisis and conflicts over 
continuity and complex information, personalization which means that journalism 
favors human tragedies and wins over big social or political pictures and the norm of 
novelty: news need to be fresh, original and new which leads to a so called “issue of the 
month” syndrome and allows persistent environmental problems to vanish of the 
agenda, if there’s nothing “new” to report. Summarily, during the years 1988-2004, 
there were five time periods that had increases in the coverage of climate change news: 
1990, 1992, 1997, 2001-2002 and 2004. Especially slow years were 1988 (explained by 
the fact that climate change hadn’t reached attention yet) and mid-1990s. Boykoffs 
(2007) explain this slow phase with the Republican takeover of Congress along with the 
rightward shift in the national political culture. They conclude that following the 
journalistic rules mentioned earlier, the mass-media in the United States has created the 
mentioned informational bias about climate change that has helped the US government 
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to delay actions and take responsibility regarding climate change by influencing 
people’s perceptions and resigning to passivity. (Boykoffs 2007, 1–3, 6, 11–13.)  
As the media prefers issues that are either controversial or scandalous, a substantial 
attention is given to the relatively small group of climate skeptics instead of the 
mainstream scientific community. This applies to a considerable misreading of the 
actual situation in the eyes of the public, especially as the media is used to support the 
differing views of different groups. However, there is another side of the coin: as a 
growing number of severe climatic events are also reported, it may lead to public 
acceptance of the reality of climate change. (Skolnikoff 1999, 43.) 
 
2.3?????Privatization?and?marketization?of?climate?governance?
 
In the United States, the problem with responding to climate change is emphasized 
when the economic stakes are high, as is the case with climate change. Amongst the 
economic key questions are the costs of climate change – for example emissions 
reduction programs, development of energy-efficient technology and financing climate 
aid – ,commitment to international agreements, effects on competitiveness and 
employment and the position of fossil fuel and coal industries. The range of policy 
options is further constrained by the attitudes of the American voters toward additional 
taxes. In a political atmosphere in which tax increases are highly undesirable, efforts to 
reduce GHG’s are being attacked, since they might include some form of tax on fossil 
fuels. Moreover, the people that would be affected most by carbon taxes are usually 
powerful in both political and economic terms. (Skolnikoff 1999, 19, 42, 20.) 
As seen from above, climate change is a topic that provokes concerns about economic 
factors. Actors appealing to market world usually argue that responding to climate 
change is too expensive and hurts the economic growth. Nevertheless, the market world 
in the context of climate debate is more complex than this. According to Boltanski & 
Thévenot 1999, 372), economic relations are based on at least two main forms of 
coordination, one of them being a market order and the other an industrial order. In my 
material, industrial justifications, especially combined with market ones were most 
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common. This indicates to rather different technological solutions and market 
mechanisms to reduce GHG emissions over carbon tax.  
Bulkeley and Newell (2010, 87, 92) talk about the increasing important role of private 
sector in the governance of climate change; market, private firms and industries provide 
expertise, lobby politicians and promote environmental issues. Private governance, 
whether operated nationally or internationally, can take several forms. One type is the 
internal processes of self-regulation: Voluntary engagements of companies to reduce 
their own emissions. Instead of pointing to the economic burdens environmental acts 
might induce to trade, increasing amount of businesses rather promote these acts and 
see them as opportunities. Second indication of this development is the creation of 
carbon markets in which actors can regulate emissions reductions beyond the traditional 
government led climate regime.  
As mentioned above, the United States asserts forcefully market-based solutions, often 
referred as “flexibility mechanisms”. However, the creation of international carbon 
markets has provoked very differing ideas about the ability of market mechanisms to 
produce meaningful results in terms of emissions reductions. The difference to carbon 
tax which is a government policy is that emissions trading or cap-and-trade reflect the 
domination of efficiency as the guiding principle of climate governance. The proponents 
of emissions trading argue that it is the most economically efficient means of reaching a 
given emissions reduction through buying and selling permit credits between firms. But 
despite the idea that markets deliver outcomes more efficiently than governments, the 
emissions trading also relies on institutional settings: governments have to decide who 
can participate in carbon markets and set limit or cap on the amount of a pollutant that 
may be emitted. (Bulkeley & Newell 2010, 31–32.) 
 
2.4?????Climate?justice??
 
The North-South logic or climate justice in the context of national and international 
climate politics is one of the most disputed issues. Claims about “carbon colonialism”, 
ecological debt and climate justice all refer to the powerful sense that climate change 
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has the potential to further worsen inequalities within and between the societies. This 
sense of injustice derives from two facts. The first one concerns the share of produced 
emissions between the developed and developing countries. As climate change has 
largely been caused by the industrialization and economic growth of wealthy nations, 
the poor countries feel that it is mainly up to the rich countries to fix the problem. The 
second fact concerns the impacts of climate change, as it is the least developed areas of 
the world that will suffer its worst consequences, while the richer countries are better 
geographically better placed to the climate change impacts. Poor areas of the world 
suffer from multiple effects of climate change; floods, droughts, storms and tsunamis, 
just to mention a few. Additionally, climate change has affected to the shortages of 
food, water and energy: it is estimated that one-third of the world’s population is 
exposed to water scarcity and 1.6 billion people live without electricity. (Bulkeley & 
Newell 2010, 29–30, 35–36, 47.) 
Responding to these issues raises questions firstly about the participation of the 
developing countries to the climate change mitigation, that is, prevention of the harmful 
effects by reducing the greenhouse gas emissions, and secondly, who pays for the 
adaptation of the poor countries. Adaptation means processes through which societies 
make themselves better able to cope with an uncertain future. Adapting to climate 
change entails taking the right measures to reduce the negative effects of climate change 
by making the appropriate adjustments and changes. Developing nations have 
frequently stated that their need for developing aid to cope with climate change and 
many kinds of funds have been established to help them. However, the group of 
developing countries also includes the world’s biggest producer of GHGs, China, and 
many other countries - such as India, Brazil and Mexico - whose emissions will soon 
reach those of the United States, EU and Japan. This has caused a number of disputes in 
the North-South logic. For example, the United States has continuously insisted that all 
countries should participate and take action on climate change to draw their competitors 
into a global regime of regulation.  (Bulkeley & Newell 2010, 35–36.) 
In terms of the climate change debate, actors demanding climate justice are appealing to 
the civic world where solidarity, equity and shared wellbeing are worthy virtues that are 
being pursued (Boltanski & Thévenot 1999, 370). Nevertheless, as the analysis chapter 
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7 shows, issues of equity and justice are being challenged with the questions of 
responsibility and who pays for action on mitigation and adaptation (Bulkeley & Newell 
2010, 35). 
The problems relating to climate justice and joint action are particularly addressed in the 
climate summits where a few countries’ actions directly shape the course of the 
meetings and setting common goals based on equity and justice. Climate governance 
cannot be understood separate from the wider ideology of economic interests in which it 
seeks to engage. Indeed, there are only few countries and actors in the world whose 
actions directly determine the course of each summit. These “super powers” include the 
United States, the European Union, Japan and increasingly China, India, Brazil and 
South Africa as well. The domestic interests of these countries and actors, whether 
economic, political or social, have an enormous impact on the overall course of 
negotiating, since they often differ from the ideal of civic world, which emphasizes 
collective action. The conflicting interests of the powerful actors create networks, 
coalitions and messy politics, which are often referred as “political game”. (Bulkeley & 
Newell 2010, 33.) In our coding scheme, it is called “liberal grammar”: putting each 
country’s own interests ahead of shared goals.  
 
2.5?????NGOs?addressing?environmental?issues??
 
NGOs present a local voice in the climate change debate. This allows me to compare the 
dynamics in climate change debate at local, national and global levels. 
Civil society has a variety of definitions; it most certainly refers to non-governmental 
structures and activities (Keane 2003, 8). Jan Aart Scholte (2002, 283) uses a definition 
of a political space, where voluntary associations intentionally pursue to shape the rules 
that govern the social life. In the context of my research, by civil society I mean 
environmental NGOs that are devoted to environmental issues and are localized in the 
United States. 
According to Peter Newell (2000, 3) there is a lack of academic attention to the impact 
of NGOs at the global level, since they are not considered to be powerful in a sense that 
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for example states are. However, non-state actors are central to the governance of 
climate change: they are on delegations, in the conference rooms, talking to the media 
and protesting outside the negotiations. As NGOs are increasingly enrolled as project 
developers, monitors and lobbyists, they play a role that goes beyond what the 
traditional actors in climate politics – governments and institutions – can deliver alone. 
(Bulkeley & Newell 2010, 34) 
NGOs act on local, regional, national and global levels to address the issues they wish 
to get more attention and thereby acted upon. Urry (2011, 100–101) describes the 
development that increases the everyday interconnections between peoples, places and 
societies. According to him, cosmopolitanism as a set of social practices has brought 
groups, communities, networks, political organizations and cultures closer to each other 
and enabled cooperation between them. Indeed, the NGOs increasingly act on the basis 
of a partnership mode that enables them to belong to the epistemic community – a broad 
coalition of actors including scientists, government and public sector officials and 
politicians – and thereby allowed them influence in the political process. NGOs and the 
scope of their options for action are also dependent on the national political culture.  
Thus, in the United States, where the political culture supports market-based approaches 
rather than state intervention, such powerful environmental think-tanks as World 
Resources Institute and Worldwatch Institute promote for example emissions trading, a  
highly contested system among the environmental NGOs, as a taken-for-granted  
desirable means to achieve emissions reductions. (Cough & Shackley 2002, 331, 334–
335.) For example, although the NGOs interviewed for this study mainly act locally in 
the area of California to influence on local or regional environmental issues, they work 
with multiple partners from government agencies to private firms.  
Although environmental NGOs have been deeply involved in promoting environmental 
issues before the establishment of the UN, their role as a mediator between scientific 
research and public opinion really began since the IPCC first published its first report in 
1990. The environmental NGOs have had a fundamental part in politicizing scientific 
research on climate change and in pursuing actions such as lobbying and 
communicating climate change issues. Furthermore, considering the recent rice of 
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national grassroots groups within the international political agenda, the question of how 
these different actors talk about climate change becomes even more pressing. (Boyce & 
Lewis 2009, 103–104.) Environmental NGOs are able to politicize issues that have been 
neglected by the governments by “creating issues” and pushing them into international 
agendas. Thus, environmental groups can point issues of concern to the public and 
emphasize an institutional response, thereby creating pressure on the decision making 
level. (Newell 2000, 128–129.) 
However, NGOs also confront challenges in addressing environmental issues. As the 
climate change is largely regarded as a global problem with its global impacts being far 
more certain than its impacts at regional and local scales, without “headline” type 
impacts with which to visualize and dramatize the effects of climate change, NGOs 
struggle in mobilizing the media and public support. Additionally, informing the public 
in wealthy countries that they are all rather responsible to contributing to climate change 
through lifestyles – not maybe consciously chosen but adopted – is unlikely to be a 
popular message for the NGOs to forward. (Gough & Shacley 2002, 330.) 
Finally, just as climate skeptics, also environmental NGOs should be examined 
critically, for NGOs have been guilty of exaggerating the dangers of climate change 
with claims unauthorized by science. Consequently, this deepens the gap in the 
polarized climate debate by giving the opposite a valid source of criticism and lowers 
people’s trust in environmental groups. (Urry 2011, 104.) 
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??????Analytical?framework:???Methods,?materials?and?hypothesis?
 
In this section, I present the analytical framework for this study; methods, data and 
hypothesis. As a research method for analyzing my material I use the Public 
Justification Analysis based on a justification theory by Luc Boltanski and Laurent 
Thévenot (1999). This section begins with an introduction to the justification theory. 
After that, I present the actual research method called Public Justification Analysis and 
the material used. Following this I explain how analyzing the data, coding, is done more 
concretely; what justifies as a claim that in my analysis works as an actual analyzing 
unit. Finally, I state my research hypothesis. 
 
3.1?????Public?Justification?Analysis?(PJA)?
 
Indeed, the method I utilize in analyzing my material is called Public Justification 
Analysis developed by Tuomas Ylä-Anttila and Eeva Luhtakallio (2011). It combines 
two research elements, one of which is the theoretical base of Boltanski’s and 
Thévenot’s justification theory and the other more of a methodological tool, the 
Political Claims Analysis (PCA). PCA was created by Ruud Koopmans and Paul 
Statham to bring a methodological standardization into the study of social movements. 
It is a statistical tool that aims to integrate the level of political discourse to the claims-
making by different actors and activities. However, because PCA is mainly used to 
analyze a particular issue, it is poorly suited for the projects cause. Newspaper material 
is very heterogeneous and comparative by its nature. The PJA method enables both a 
quantitative overview of the disputes and a qualitative analysis of the justifications of 
the claims made by different actors. (Luhtakallio 2010, 181.) 
PJA opens a new kind of perspective on analyzing newspaper material. It addresses the 
argumentation based on a rather political culture than on strategic calculating. It enables 
the examination of the moral arguments found in debates as public statements and sets 
them in a broader context of a social debate. (Ylä-Anttila 2010, 154–155.) 
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Furthermore, PJA systematize the justification theory’s goal to find common 
frameworks for justification speech that surpass different political cultures. Thus, even 
though the method starts from the seven general worlds of justification, it strives to 
maintain sensitivity to different contexts of political cultures and discussions. Therefore, 
it enables the combination and divisions of different worlds, and in terms of examining 
material (Luhtakallio & Ylä-Anttila, own translation 2011, 35)  
 
3.2?????Data?
 
As have been said, this study combines two types of materials. Next, I present a closer 
look into these; first, articles from The New York Times as my primary data and the 
second, interviews from Californian NGOs being a supportive one. Both types of data 
were analyzed using the QCA Software ATLAS.ti -program with a similar coding 
scheme that is presented in chapter 3.4. 
 
Material?from?The?New?York?Times???
 
As has been addressed before, newspapers make a very fruitful channel to examine 
climate change because a lot of the global climate change debate is reported in the 
media. Furthermore, the arguments and moral justifications made about climate change 
issues have a major impact on not just how people feel about it but also on each 
country’s political atmosphere. (Boyce & Lewis 2009, 10–11.) 
The New York Times is an American daily newspaper founded and continuously 
published since 1851. The New York Times acts as my source of data because it is 
considered to be the national newspaper of record in the United States, it has a wide 
database of articles on climate change, and it is thought to have a liberal political stand. 
(Brossard, McComas & Shanahan 2004, 360, 366.) 
My research material from The New York Times consists of four climate change 
conferences organized by the United Nations, or COP- (the Conference of the Parties to 
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the Convention) meetings; COP Kyoto in 1997, COP Bali in 2007, COP Copenhagen in 
2009 and COP Durban in 2011. The searched time period for the data was 
approximately a month, in other words, seven days before the conference, during the 
conference and seven days after the conference. The climate conferences were chosen 
as the specific time periods simply because the interest around climate change tends to 
be higher and writing about it more active during those meetings.  
According to Kunelius & Eide (2012, 267–268, 284), climate change in general and 
especially the COP summits offer a unique chance to empirically study the dynamics of 
transnational journalism.  The summits can be considered as an example of a global 
political event where a great amount of knowledge production, lobbying, civic activism, 
and negotiating gear around political decision making. The summits force different 
kinds of actors into a defined space, enabling research about climate-change politics and 
claims of social and political theory in general. Search terms for the data were 
“Climate” OR the name of city where the meeting was held, OR “global warming”, OR 
greenhouse.  
 
Interviews?from?local?NGOs?
 
In the analysis I utilize interviews from NGOs that represent a local perspective in the 
debate. I do not intend to create a thorough picture of the engagements of civil society 
in the United States. Indeed, that is a vast field of research. Nevertheless, the NGOs 
contribute to a supportive but important perspective in this study; when examining a 
social problem like climate change, it is crucial to consider the local framework as well. 
Moreover, it will be interesting to examine the moral arguments and justifications used 
by the NGOs and see if and how do they differ from the ones found in the newspaper 
material. Environmental groups are possibly the only kinds of actors that are unified in 
their arguments that are justified directly from the ecological world. 
The interviews were conducted during April 2012 and they include representatives from 
four different NGOs that mainly act locally in the California area.  
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Council for Watershed Health was founded in 1996 with a purpose of bringing different 
actors together, including water- and government agencies, citizen groups and 
businesses, to enhance the economic, social and ecological health of the Los Angeles 
watersheds. Their goal is to achieve a sustainable Los Angeles region by providing for 
its citizens clean waters, reliable local water supplies, open spaces and revitalized rivers 
and urban areas. The organization’s primary mission is to educate decision makers 
based on science- and policy analysis, but they also do watershed related planning and 
management. Council for Watershed Health has many ongoing projects that are also 
mentioned during the interviews. One of them is an Urban Storm water Project that 
aims at promoting the use of storm water resources and thereby increasing water supply 
and quality. They are also part of organizing a conference called The Mediterranean 
City: A Conference on Climate Change Adaptation that comprises of representatives of 
NGOs, scientists, firms and public departments from countries in five different 
continents: Australia, California, Chile, South-Africa and Mediterranean Basin. 
(Council for Watershed Health 2012.) 
KyotoUSA is a volunteer, grassroots organization that encourages American cities to 
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions for which they are responsible for. The 
organization has taken the Kyoto Protocol as an important medium in fighting climate 
change worldwide. Although most of the industrialized countries have signed the 
protocol and thereby have committed in reducing a certain amount of emissions, since 
the U.S., the second biggest emitter in the world, hasn’t agreed to sign the protocol, its 
success seems unlikely. Due to the fact that the U.S. government struggles to response 
to the need to reduce GHGs, KyotoUSA approaches single cities instead. Thanks to 
local efforts and focusing on businesses, schools, religious institutions, and local 
governments to look for ways to reduce their carbon emissions, more than 600 cities in 
the U.S. are now measuring their emissions and nearly 1,100 U.S. mayors have signed 
the "Climate Protection Agreement" (CPA) - a statement that embraces the emissions 
reductions targets outlined in the Kyoto Protocol. (KyotoUSA 2012.) 
USC Sea Grant: The Urban Ocean Program is a nationwide, primary university based 
program that has more than forty years offered research based guidance on costal 
resource use and conservation. The Sea Grant network includes more than thirty 
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programs based at top universities in every coastal and Great Lakes state, Puerto Rico, 
and Guam. The programs of the Sea Grant network work together to help citizens 
understand, conserve and better utilize America’s coastal, ocean and Great Lakes 
resources. National Sea Grant Program has defined four focus areas: healthy coastal 
ecosystems, sustainable coastal development, safe sustainable seafood supply and 
finally, hazard resilient coastal communities. The Urban Ocean Program is run by the 
University of Southern California and it has taken part of Sea Grant program for more 
than thirty years. In addition to the earlier mentioned national goals, USC Sea Grant 
program addresses also climate change by developing strategies for adapting to and 
mitigating the impacts of climate change and assessing its impacts on coastal 
ecosystems, coastal communities, and seafood availability. (USC Sea Grant 2012.) 
The Los Angeles Regional Collaborative for Climate Action and Sustainability (LARC) 
is a network formed by leading municipal governments, utilities, agencies, universities 
and organizations in the area of Southern California. The idea behind LARC is also to 
encourage greater coordination and cooperation at the local and regional levels by 
bringing people from different institutions and expertise together.  It has three broader 
goals: climate action, promoting a green economy and building sustainable 
communities. LARC organizes regularly committee meeting and events where multiple 
current topics, such as GHG reductions, transportation, water resources, and adapting 
climate change are discussed. Both the Council for Watershed Health and USC Sea 
Grant are members of the LARC. (LARC 2012.) 
An important notion regarding the NGOs that in this study represent the local voice in 
the debate is that they are all Californian. Considering the so-called red-blue map - 
geographical divisions within the U.S., their location is not neglectable. That is to say, 
in the U.S., the different states are divided according to their mainstream political 
values; the red states representing conservative beliefs and inhabiting more Republicans 
while the blue states hold more liberal values and supporters of the Democratic Party.  
(Gelman, 2010, 7, 11.)  
As I have mentioned earlier in the study, the reactions and attitudes towards climate 
change are to some extent dependent on the political stance. Thus, it is fair to say that 
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the scope of action for NGOs operating in California, a state considered not only as blue 
but also as one of the most active states in the U.S. in terms of environmental issues 
(Giddens 2009, 127), is wider than for NGOs located in many other areas. 
 
3.3?????Coding?in?practice??
 
In the following chapter, I explain how the PJA operates in terms of the coding scheme. 
I start this chapter by describing the coding meetings, after which I present some of the 
key things in terms of PJA and the codebook, which was developed during those 
meetings, in relation to this study. First, I state the notion of a claim, and how they are 
identified in the articles. Second, I present the different variables that are included in the 
claims. Then, I examine the different justifications. Note that the original coding 
scheme by Koopmans and Statham is more focused studying political claims and is 
rather explicit by its nature. As a result, PJA is modified to better serve as a method in 
finding claims regarding climate change. Finally, I discuss the problems and difficulties 
associated with PJA and coding.  
To develop PJA for quantitative purposes of media content analysis, a group comprised 
of six people has held five meetings to identify claims presented in the articles of 
Helsingin Sanomat. For the identification of the claims, a codebook developed by 
Koopmans & Statham (2002) was used. For identification of justifications, we 
developed our own 2codebook through coding newspaper articles. In the meetings, each 
of the six coders coded ten articles following a comparison of the results. Discussions 
about the difficult coding decisions that were identified contributed to the rules written 
in the codebook. Thus, an updated version of the codebook was used for each new set of 
ten articles discussed in the consequent meeting. In the final meeting 3 inter-coder 
reliability was calculated. The calculations are made for the purposes of a more 
extensive research project on climate change and the media. The reliability coefficient 
for claim identification was 0.92 and for coding the justifications 0.97. (Ylä-Anttila 
2012, 5.)  
                                                            
2 http://blogs.helsinki.fi/politicalsociology/files/2013/01/CLIC_codebook.pdf 
3 http://blogs.helsinki.fi/politicalsociology/files/2013/01/CLIC_reliability_report_2013_01_07.pdf 
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The objective in this study is to find moral claims in the debate. According to 
Koopmans (2002, 2) a claim can defined as a unit of strategic action in the public sphere 
that states an opinion by some kind of physical or verbal action. Claims can have 
different forms, for example statement, decision, demonstration or violence, and they 
are expressed by many kinds of speakers: governments, NGOs, individuals, politicians, 
experts etc. Claims are broken down into several elements; they have a speaker, type or 
a form of claims making, an addressee, an issue, which in our coding scheme means 
either political or scientific aspect, and finally, justification, which refers to the frame of 
the claim. Since addressees are only coded if they are explicitly mentioned in the 
argument, the number of “no addressee” codes is high, meaning that the claim is 
addressed to the public in general.  
There are several possible justifications in the current PJA that can be linked to the 
claims. In additions to the seven worlds, adopted from the justification theory, we have 
added several other worlds that improve an analysis based on climate change material. 
Next, I will present the different justifications derived from the seven worlds presented 
in chapter 3.1. 
The civic justifications that somehow emphasize joint agreements and common action   
are divided into three different categories presented in the next paragraph. Inspirational 
justifications refer to artistic works and literature that have value in their creativity, 
authenticity or emotional devotion. Fame justifications are used when a claim is stated 
by a celebrity or a famous person, and when it inspires other people to act accordingly. 
Fame can have a negative nuance as well, for example, if a climate researcher uses 
illegal methods to get his reports published and gain fame. In the market world, value is 
measured with money.  
The market justifications are not only related to the economic impacts of climate 
change, but also to the actors and mechanisms that function on the basis of market. The 
industrial justifications are associated with science, technology, social engineering or 
regulation and monitoring. Claims with domestic justification indicates activity inside a 
small group of people, where everyone knows each other, which therefore can be mean 
for instance lobbying, or then references to the speakers own country. Finally, 
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ecological justifications have clear environmental motives and discuss the nature itself. 
Only claims with references to the objects (e.g. trees, plants or animals) are coded as 
ecological to avoid the over-representation of this justification in a material that 
concerns climate change. 
In addition to the justifications mentioned above, we have introduced a few other ones 
as well that better correspond with the material that discusses climate change and 
environmental issues. The civic world is divided into three different categories in our 
coding scheme. Civic democracy implies to the international efforts and establishments, 
where a community of several countries are trying to find consensus and shared rules 
and agreements regarding climate change. For example, the intergovernmental climate 
change conferences are justified according to civic democracy. Civic legal also refers to 
those meetings, but only claims that discuss a binding agreement are coded as such. 
Civic justice again, refers to the inequality between the developed and developing 
countries and to the burden sharing resulting from this.  
We have also added another ecological code - ecological anthropocentric – that refers to 
the concrete impacts of climate change; floods, storms, droughts and other dramatic 
consequences that destruct areas and kill people. Finally, we have added a few thematic 
tags in our coding scheme; green technology and green consumerism. Another tag is 
called “liberal grammar” which refers to selfish acts by countries or other actors, usually 
calculating their own interests, benefits and costs over others. These are not considered 
as justifications, but as thematic codes that came up frequently from the newspaper 
material. For example, liberal grammar was introduced mainly because of the frequent 
prevalence of the selfish behavior of some countries in the climate summits. 
The different justifications can either appear alone in an argument, or then they can be 
combined; denouncing other worlds or implying them. As our coding scheme allows 
maximum of two justifications to be coded per one claim, the coding also enabled an 
examination of different combinations of justifications. In terms of this study, the most 
crucial combinations are the following: market combined with ecology that usually 
refers to carbon trading, the combinations of industrial and ecological justifications that 
usually indicate the use of green technology and finally, the different combinations of 
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market and ecological justifications are interesting in terms of whether they are seen as 
compatible or not, hence, denouncing each other or implying them. 
As I have mentioned before, PJA is modified from the original coding scheme 
developed by Koopmans and Statham to overcome some of the strict rules they have 
stated about identifying claims. For example, according to Koopmans (2002, 6, 8) only 
claims reported in the newspaper that date maximum of two weeks back in time are 
coded. We have expanded this rule up to three months. Also, unlike Koopmans and 
Statham, we do code publications of public opinion polls as instances of claims making. 
There are several difficulties that came up during the coding itself. Since the aim of the 
PJA is to study world as it is presented in the paper, not the newspaper itself, a claim is 
a unit of action in the public sphere, and the newspapers merely reports it. For instance, 
that claims by journalists are only coded when they have made the explicit decision to 
say something as actors in the public sphere, not when they hint at their own opinions in 
texts reporting actions by others. Hence, it was sometimes challenging to distinguish the 
context of the newspaper, that is, the viewpoint of the journalist or how issues are being 
presented in the article from the context of “real world”. Also, Koopmans (2002, 5) has 
stated quite explicit rules on verbs qualified as a claim or a strategic unit. For example, 
“states of mind” or motives are not coded - only verbs and nouns referring to direct 
action are considered as claims. Therefore, deciding on the proper claims was time-
consuming, especially at the beginning of the coding.  
As the coded material is meant for the use of both qualitative and quantitative analysis, 
multiple issues relating to validity of the data have been discussed; can the same results 
be reached by everyone doing the coding? The following difficulties were partly a result 
of efforts to improve the inter-coding reliability of results; eliminating and simplifying 
the coding scheme. As in our coding scheme, only two justifications can be coded per 
claim, it sometimes challenging to choose the suitable ones from multiple options. 
Additionally, since in each article, one speaker can only have one claim, and as in many 
articles one speaker had several of those, each saying very different things, choosing 
between them proved difficult at times.  
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3.4?????Hypothesis??
 
My research hypothesis is that in the United States, given their strong belief in liberal 
market economy, arguments based on a liberal grammar and market- and industrial 
words are dominant. In a book called Climate Change and the Media, Stephen Zehr 
(2009, 91) talks about a so called environmental/economic hybrid frame, that has been 
adopted not only in media but also in climate politics in general. This hybrid frame 
means that climate change policies are represented as economic opportunities. The 
pragmatic picture of this frame is that environmental objectives can be approached 
without widespread behavioral changes.  
My second research hypothesis concerns the material from the representatives of NGOs 
and their usage of justifications. Whereas in newspaper articles, where the scope of 
options for arguments is fairly limited and the arguments have to be justified so that 
they will remain modest, at least to some extent to the public, the action and arguments 
by non-state actors might be more unrestricted and uncontrolled. For instance, they can 
state more radical thoughts about environmental issues to an interviewer than a 
politician can say to a reporter. 
Furthermore, based on the review (e.g. McCright & Dunlap 2011) about the problematic 
climate change debate in the United States presented in chapter 2.2., I argue that some 
features of polarization appear in my material.  
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??????Analysis?I:?Justifications,?speakers? ?addresses???an?overview?
 
This chapter presents the numerical figures from the analysis; the relationship of the 
main justifications found in the newspaper articles from The New York Times, their 
significance in terms of the United States and some reflection on the different 
justifications themselves. Altogether, I had 115 articles: 55 from the Copenhagen 
summit, 25 from the Kyoto summit, 20 from the Bali summit and finally, 15 from the 
Durban summit. All in all, I coded 374 claims, of which 336 discussed climate politics 
and 38 climate science. This chapter will mainly focus on the newspaper articles, since 
they are my main material and more important when it comes to the overall 
justifications scheme. However, in the analysis chapters, I will reflect some of the 
justifications used by the interviewees as well, that contribute to my analysis and the 
themes I have chosen to write about. 
 
4.1?????Justifications?
 
Tables 1 and table 2 below show the number of main justifications used in my 
newspaper material and how they are distributed among the different speakers in 
percentages.  
Table 1. Main justifications and tags used in the articles (%).  
Justification Total (%)            Total (N)           
    
Industrial 27             190                
Civic democracy 19             131    
Market  13             87    
Ecological 10             72  
Ecological  4             29  
Anthropocentric    
Civic justice 7             50  
Fame 7             45  
Civic legal  3             24  
Liberal grammar 8             54  
Green technology 2             12  
Total (N) 100            694                      
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The most common justification was industrial, used 190 times in the articles and 43 
times by the civil society organizations. This supports my initial research hypothesis 
according to which the different issues relating to the industrial word, including for 
example efficiency, technology, science, planning and rationality, are an essential part 
of way the Americans address climate change and climate change debate in the country. 
Table 2, depicts the dominance of experts in the use of this justification, which is 
presumable given their interest in science and technology. The use of industrial 
justifications in the context of my research is more broadly discussed in the first 
analysis chapter 6.  
Civic democracy was the second most popular justification used in the debate. It was 
used 131 times. This can be explained with the samples that were timed during the 
climate summits. The summits themselves represent the world of civic democracy, since 
the objective is to produce solutions on the basis of collective action. In their study 
about the dynamics of transnational climate change summit related journalism, Kunelius 
& Eide (2012, 271) found that materials by journalists often represented the summits 
                                                            
4Table 2 does not include the tags presented in the table 1. Also, the justifications ecological 
anthropocentric and ecological are combined. 
5 Includes speakers: Politician/party, multiple governments and individual citizen 
4Table 2. Moral justifications by different groups of speakers in the media 
debate on climate change (%). 
Industrial 
Civic 
democracy Market Ecological 
Civic 
justice  Fame 
Civic 
legal 
Expert 29 15 20 35 17 25 9 
Government  15 30 13 6 25 7 13 
Civic organization  8 12 15 26 12 23 9 
Official  9 15 1 4 16 7 13 
Intergovernmental 
organization 16 8 5 8 12 7 13 
Businesses 7 2 25 7 2 4 9 
Journalist 8 7 11 8 7 13 
5Other 8 11 10 6 16 20 21 
Total (%) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
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through a "global civil society" frame. This rhetoric consists of a distinction between 
politicians gathered in the summit and the "world" expecting them to produce a 
reasonable outcome. Especially at the beginning of the summits, journalists expressed a 
strong sense of hope, often dramatized with an alarmist vocabulary. Hence, it seems that 
the emphasis on collective action is actually a normative narrative in a material 
concerning climate change summits. As seen from table 2, civic democracy justification 
was most frequently used by governments, which supports the above: that the use of the 
justification is closely linked to the climate summits. As the events of the climate 
summits have been examined elsewhere many times before, the justification civic 
democracy, even though used so many times, was dealt only briefly. 
The different justifications relating to the world of market came third according to its 
usage. My research hypothesis was that in the United States, given their strong belief in 
liberal market economy, arguments based on a liberal grammar and market- and 
industrial words are dominant. Altogether market justifications appeared 87 times in the 
articles, used 40 times positively, 11 times negatively. The common usage of the 
justification goes well with my research hypothesis. The Americans tend to rely highly 
on economic factors when considering social changes, especially climate change. 
Everything that can be seen as a threat to their economic freedom creates disputes and 
resistance. For example, according to polls, in the upcoming presidential elections, 
economy is by far the top concern among the American voters. (Rasmussen Reports 
2012) Market justification was not surprisingly popular among the businesses, but also 
the experts used it often.  
The ecological justification came fourth according to its use. As seen from Table 1, 
references to ecological facts and nature (ecological justification) were used 72 times 
and arguments discussing the severe impacts of climate change (ecological 
anthropocentric justification) 29 times. Clearly, when examining a material that 
somehow deals with climate change, the high number of the ecological justifications is 
not surprising. Yet, given the fact that most of the speakers in the debate were 
Americans and considering the country’s bad ecological reputation, the frequent usage 
of ecological justifications is an interesting result. One thing that can shed light on this 
is how the justification appeared in the material. It was rarely used alone. Instead, it was 
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mostly (46 times) combined with other justifications, mainly industrial and market ones, 
hence, referring to different mechanisms that aim for example emissions reductions. 
Although the civic organizations had a fairly large share of ecological statements, which 
is self-evident given their interest in ecological facts, the experts used it most in their 
estimates of the current realities in terms of climate change.  
The justification civic justice was used 50 times in my material, positioning it to the 
fifth place. Although civic justice was a fairly popular justification in my material, the 
use of it in the American context had some interesting features that differed for example 
from the French debate. As seen from table 2, civic justice justification was most 
frequently used by governments, although otherwise this justification was fairly evenly 
distributed among the different speaker groups. In the analysis chapter 8 and in the 
conclusions, I reflect more about the use of civic justice justification based on my 
material.  
Fame justification was a fairly popular in my material as well, used 45 times. I argue 
that the frequent usage of this justification is a feature of the American climate change 
debate. In her Master’s thesis about the French climate change debate, Anna Kukkonen 
(2013, 40) found that fame justification was indeed rarely used, only 2 times. Issues 
referring to the world of fame; image, reputation and renown can be seen as important 
motives in terms of politics, business and even climate change debate in the United 
States. On the other hand, denouncing the world of fame is closely connected to the 
high number of climate skeptics and the unequal media representation in the country. 
Looking at table 2, it seems that the most critical speakers in terms of the above were 
experts and civic organizations who by their nature are bound to question surrounding 
settings and actors.  
The justification civic legal, referring to demands for a binding climate treaty, was not 
that popular in my material. It was used positively (demanding for it) only 16 times and 
negatively (denouncing a binding treaty) relatively a lot, 8 times. This evokes a question 
whether it is a sort of a taboo to the Americans.  In the French climate change debate, 
civic legal was the fourth most popular justification (Kukkonen 2013, 39). Thus, I argue 
that the rareness of this justification can be clarified with the context of the United 
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States and their reluctance towards binding deals that might on one hand, expose the 
country to fierce economic competition and harms, and on the other hand, if failing to 
meet the specific targets, result in fines. Those how did demand it or denounced it, were 
mainly political figures, as seen from table 2 – politicians, governments and officials.  
Finally, it is interesting to examine some of the combinations of justifications that are 
crucial in terms of my analysis. First, the different combinations of justifications 
relating to market and ecological worlds appeared as follows: arguments denouncing the 
world of ecology from the market world 17 times, arguments that considered the worlds 
of market and ecology as compatible 12 times and finally, arguments that denounced 
the market world from the world of ecology 7 times.  The combination of market and 
ecological justifications usually referring to carbon trading was used 19 times and 
finally, the combination of ecological and industrial justifications, referring to different 
green mechanisms and technology, 27 times.   
Liberal grammar was a frequent tag in my material appearing in 54 claims. This can be 
explained by the fact that a large portion of the articles discussed the course of the 
climate summits, and thereby the use of liberal grammar related to countries’ and 
actors’ selfish behavior in the summits, often reported as a political game. Americans 
both performed selfishly using the language of liberal grammar and on the other hand, 
denounced it, the addressees being usually either their own country or China. Thus, the 
reason why this tag got the most negative values is particularly because of the built-in 
negative meaning of the justification. Finally, the common appearance of liberal 
grammar supports my hypothesis according to which the Americans use the language of 
liberal grammar to justify their inaction in terms of for example joining a binding 
climate treaty. 
Finally, I have placed the usage of the tag green technology in the Table 1, since it is 
closely related to the common usage of industrial justifications. Green technology 
appeared in the articles 12 times, and the interviewees used it 6 times. It was mainly 
used as a solution to tackle climate change. Moreover, in the United States, domestic 
climate policies, such as the commissioning of green technology are regarded as a 
realistic alternative for global treaties.  
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4.2?????Speakers? ?Addressees?and?their?areas??
 
Now moving onto to the speakers, addressees and area codes. Table 3 shows the 
number of claims made by the specific speakers and the share of different addressees. 
 
Table 3. Speakers & Addressees in the debate (%). 
 Speakers Addressees 
   
Expert /research institute 25 2 
Government 16 13 
Civic organization  13 1 
Official 10 0 
Intergovernmental  10 12 
organization   
Business 8 3 
Journalist 7 1 
Politician  6 1 
Multiple governments 3 15 
Individual citizen 2 1 
No addressee  51 
             Total (%)                                 100                     100 
             Total (N)                                 373                    373 
Governments, officials and intergovernmental organizations make up a large portion of 
the speakers, since a lot of the articles discuss the summits and the governments’ 
delegates have crucial roles there. But what is more interesting is the fact that experts 
and civic organizations are this visible in my material. I argue, that the big role of 
experts relates to the most popular justification – the world of industrial. Given the 
demand for efficiency, this also means a frequent use of statements from the scientists. 
Whether debating about climate science, technology or political issues, consultants, 
scientists and experts were seen as the necessary authorities to give their statements. 
Civil society organization also had a large share of claims, but it is clear that they too 
are considered to be a sort of authorities to give statements about environmental issues, 
at least from the journalists’ viewpoint. 
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Table 4 below illustrates the divisions between the speakers according to their 
hemisphere, North, South and America, and between the different areas, local, national 
and international. 
 
Table 4. Areas and hemispheres of the speakers and addressees in the debate (%). 
 Speakers Addressees 
Area   
Local 15 2 
National  57 36 
International 28 62 
Total (%)                               
 
100 100 
Hemisphere   
North  52 51 
South 9 18 
American 39 31 
            Total (%)                                 100                      100 
    
Speakers from the North dominate clearly with 252 speakers compared to only 43 
speakers from the South. This is not that surprising since The New York Times can be 
classified as a Western newspaper. Yet, what is more interesting is the fact that the 
Americans are such a dominating group in the debate. Furthermore, when you consider 
the portion of the American addressees, which is more than half of all the addressees in 
the North, we can conclude that in this climate change debate, there is a strong domestic 
interest. The differences in local, national and international areas of the speakers are 
also interesting; the local perspective is clearly underrepresented while national and 
international actors dominate the debate. Again, this justifies the use of additional 
material; the interviews from local NGOs. 
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??????Analysis?II:?Science?and?technology?world?at?heart?of?the?
American?climate?debate?
 
The justifications stemming from the industrial world were most prominent in my data. 
There were 190 claims found in the newspaper material that were based on the 
industrial world. Furthermore, it was also the most common justification used by the 
representatives of NGOs; out of 67 claims, 43 were coded as industrial ones.  
 
5.1?????Climate?science?heating?up?the?debate??
 
This has become so politicized, it has nothing to do with science, it really has nothing to 
do with humanity and the faith of humanity, it has to do with the short-term goals, some 
very wealthy men who don’t see beyond their life on earth. (An interviewee of a NGO 
denounces the politicization of climate change with industrial and ecological 
justifications.) 
Climate science is one of the most fascinating current topics of climate change debate in 
the United States; nowhere in the world is the scientific base of climate governance so 
contested than in the United States. This chapter discusses the dual, controversial role 
that climate science has in the country and that appeared in my material.  On one hand, 
it is utilized by politicians and representatives of NGOs to support their decision 
making, planning and implementing programs and projects. On the other hand, the 
underlying uncertainty of all science offers a weapon for the conservative groups to 
spread their own, climate-skeptic agenda. And in the United States, where a large 
portion of the public gets their information from the media, it is fairly successful. 
Climate science was discussed in the newspaper articles altogether in 39 claims and the 
representatives of NGOs 9 times. The main difference in the discussions about climate 
science in the articles and in the interviews was that the articles focused more on the 
uncertainty of it and reporting the debate between the skeptics and non-skeptics, the 
NGOs contemplated its actual role, use and the ways its representation affects the public 
opinion.     
In my earliest material around the Kyoto climate summit, there was also a lot of 
scientific talk about climate change and use of examples of the severe effects it has. 
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After all, back in 1997 the public wasn’t that aware of the problem, and therefore all the 
facts had to be presented before arguing something else. A lot of things that seem self-
evident today had to be stated separately. On the other hand, the scientific arguments 
were treated with caution: climate science was far more contested than it is today and 
even among scientists and journalists, certain mistrust prevailed. In the following 
quotes, a journalist uses the justification ecological anthropocentric in he’s argument 
and in the latter one, industrial justification as he emphasizes the uncertainty of climate 
science. 
There will surely be winners as well as losers. -- While summer heat in the southern 
United States might be more intense, northern winters might be milder. But humans are a 
resilient species. They have always had to contend with climatic change and have often 
been profoundly affected by it. -- One way to get at the question of how to adapt to global 
warming is to ask how well modern people already deal with extreme events, like floods 
and droughts, that are expected to become even more extreme.  (A journalist, The New 
York Times, November 30, 1997) 
There remain contrarians who say the problem has been overblown and may not exist. 
Given the uncertainty that permeates climate science, even many experts who are not 
skeptics argue for modest action until the extent of the problem is clearer. -- In the end, 
there is probably not so much that can be done. (A journalist, The New York Times, 
November 30, 1997) 
Nevertheless, already in 1997, the scientists warned about the impacts of climate 
change. In the quote below, an expert of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change uses both industrial and ecological anthropocentric justifications to highlight 
the need for action. 
We are pretty clearly going to be moving into uncharted territory in a world of doubled 
carbon dioxide concentrations. Developing and implementing adaptation options seems 
to be a prudent course at this point. (Richard Moss, The New York Times, November 30, 
1997) 
But as the consensus increased over time, just before the massive climate summit was 
held in Copenhagen, the scientific community experienced a backlash due to the 
6“Climategate” incidence and the impact of a group of skeptics present in the summit. In 
2011, a little more than a week before the global negotiation in Durban began; an 
anonymous hacker delivered a new batch of e-mails that were very similar to the ones 
investigated in the Climategate case. Even though after an in depth investigations in 
                                                            
6 Climatic Research Unit email controversy, or what later became known as Climategate, refers to the 
hacking servers and stolen emails from the climate skeptics just before the meeting was held in December 
2009. 
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2009 confirmed that scientists had not manipulated data to support their findings, the 
new attempt to stir up the climate meeting was immediately utilized by the skeptics 
announcing the climate research inconsistent. 
Science is never about certainty and even climate scientists disagree on many questions. 
However, there is a strong consensus amongst the climate scientists about the 
significant changes in the weather patterns, and about the anthropocentric or human 
induced causes of it, such as increased emissions of greenhouse gases. Both of these 
declarations are frequently being attacked by climate skeptics, conservatives, 
representatives of the oil industry and others in doubt. Probably the most common 
counter statements they use are: the climate has always experienced alterations; why 
should we panic now? They also strongly question the human induced aspect of climate 
change. Both sides also have at times been criticized for overstatement in characterizing 
the scientific evidence. In the following debate, the participants use their evidence and 
research – the industrial world – to denigrate their reputation, the world of fame. But 
most of the skeptics’ resistance towards the international negotiation ultimately relates 
to the market world; to the fear that efforts to reduce emissions in the U.S. would hurt 
their economy. 
Myron Ebell, a climate-change skeptic who works for the Competitive Enterprise 
Institute, a free-market think tank based in Washington, commented the new e-mails as 
follows: 
This is strong evidence that a small group of scientists centered around East Anglia were 
engaged in a conspiracy to provide a scientifically misleading assessment of the case for 
catastrophic global warming. (Myron Ebell, The New York Times, November 22, 2011) 
Expectedly, the hacking was quickly criticized by the scientists who again had to defend 
their field of research:  
Who are the criminals? Who is funding this effort, not just to steal these materials but to 
promote them? -- Scientists rely on the ability to have frank, sometimes even contentious 
discussions with each other. Science requires that. (Michael E. Mann, a Pennsylvania 
State University scientist, The New York Times, November 22, 2011) 
Next time I see Pat Michaels at a scientific meeting, reads “I’ll be tempted” to beat him 
up.” (Benjamin D. Santer, a climate scientist at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
in California, referring to a fellow climatologist and skeptic of human-driven warming. 
The New York Times, November 29, 2009) 
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An especially heated debate was held between a Democratic Senator Barbara Boxer of 
California and James Inhofe, Senator of Oklahoma and the most outspoken climate 
skeptic in the Congress. The journalist commented the debate by stating that no one 
needs to wonder anymore why the United States is unable to take decisive action on 
climate change. 
The message I have for climate deniers is this: you are endangering humankind. It is time 
for climate deniers to face reality, because the body of evidence is overwhelming and the 
world’s leading scientists agree. -- And the longer that vocal minority insists on keeping 
their heads in the sand, the more it endangers billions of people around the globe and 
threatens to dramatically and negatively reshape the world as we know it. (Senator 
Barbara Boxer, The New York Times, December 14, 2009. She uses the justification 
ecological anthropocentric to denounce climate skepticism.) 
Science and politics are especially connected when it comes to climate change. 
Politicians, journalists, skeptics and environmentalists all utilize it. Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and other groups of scientists publish reports on the 
effects of climate change before the climate summit, pushing the negotiating diplomats 
and officials for action. On the other hand, skeptics make the most of tiniest flaw they 
can detect on the reports. Debates about the objectivity of the climate science and its use 
to support political decision making took place regularly: 
For climate negotiators to do their job, they have to realize what climate science is telling 
them: climate change is real and urgent and requires strong action now. (Richard 
Somerville, a climate scientist at the University of California, and an I.P.C.C. author, The 
New York Times, December 7, 2007) 
The science is clear. We now need a political answer. (Yvo de Boer, executive secretary 
of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, The New York Times, 
December 3, 2007) 
Before the Durban climate summit, Rajendra K. Pachauri, director of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change was worried of the possible outcomes. 
IPCC had just recently released a detailed assessment of the increasing frequency of 
extreme climate events like droughts, floods and cyclones, and of the necessity of 
moving quickly to take steps to reduce emissions and adapt to the inevitable damage. 
I feel we are losing completely the scientific rationale for action, --All of these indicate 
that inaction in dealing with climate change and delays would only expose human society 
and all living species to risk that could become serious. (Rajendra K. Pachauri, The New 
York Times, November 27, 2011) 
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Opposite thoughts were being presented by an economist at an American libertarian 
think where he denounces the use of climate science in political decision making: 
I do not believe that ‘the experts’ in any field should be dictating climate policy because 
there are plenty of important value judgments built in to those policies, and experts, 
however defined, have no objectively better values than you or I. (Jerry Taylor from the 
Cato Institute, The New York Times, December 27, 2007) 
Whereas in the articles, there were mostly debates between the two contentious parties, 
the civil society actors seemed to bypass that and instead pondered more the actual role 
and meanings that climate science has. 
And so, we here try to advocate the, let’s not run away from the scientific battles that are 
happening, let’s just better explain why they’re happening and that it doesn’t mean we 
don’t believe it, means that we’re still trying to figure out the details on it. (A 
representative of NGO) 
Science is crucial to civil society organizations actors. They emphasize the importance 
of it in conversations with local governments concerning for instance new regulations. 
They also state the importance of climate science in the process of convincing people 
that climate change is real and actually happening. One of the interviewees explained 
that one of her organization’s objectives is to educate the public about the scientific 
consensus despite the disagreements amongst scientists, which is a normal part of the 
whole process. 
Interestingly, since for instance some of the non-governmental organizations are science 
oriented - focusing on producing and distributing science based reports - they’re not 
allowed to do any advocacy around the issue, or even have an opinion about it. This 
raises a question whether are climate science and advocacy for environmental issues 
seen as incompatible in the Unites States. One of the interviewees explains this by the 
assumed objectivity of science that that also requires some sort of neutrality concerning 
climate change.  
Some representatives of NGOs were concerned about state of climate science in the 
United States saying that the US is science poor right now, since a lot of the funding 
gets cut because of the economic situation. They were nearly united in their concerns 
about how the climate science is portrayed in the media and how this affects to the 
public’s opinions. They criticized the mass media for the narrow, imbalanced and non-
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scientific presentation of environmental issues. Even though the climate skeptics are a 
lot smaller group than the non-skeptics, they still get well represented in the media. And 
although complex climate science tends to be hard for the public to “digest”, there are 
ways to present it in a digestible format. Therefore, they denounced the world of fame, 
the narrow representation of climate science in the media, from the industrial world, that 
is from the perspective of science. 
Divisions within the United States were frequently brought up in terms of climate 
science; they seem to divide the America based on their politics, science and the 
public’s attitudes, and since they all come from a state that has done fairly a lot to tackle 
the issue, they feel being in a safe zone. Somehow they appear to distance themselves of 
being an American, because they know it too well how their country is reluctant in 
taking action.  
Oh the biggest challenges? The extreme polarization of everything in the US. And the 
American public is extremely divided. You know the coasts are so different than the rest 
of the US. So I can’t even speak for America because I am so out of touch with what the 
majority of Americans. (An interviewee) 
So, yes, we have climate deniers, we have Tea Party activists, all of that. But they’re 
pretty small voice, and we don’t frankly have to worry about them too much. (Another 
interviewee) 
When asked about the debate on climate issues in the United States, one of the 
interviewees divides America to blue and red states, that is liberal and conservative 
ones, and continues by saying that since California belongs to the blue states, thus 
considered as Democratic one, he doesn’t have to worry about the red ones. Regional 
differences were also discussed in terms of the use of climate science. One of the 
interviewees felt lucky to be able to work in California, where the notion of climate 
change is at least accepted.  
But there are going to be other ways, -- other people deal with it in different ways. But 
we don’t advocate that because then, once you start using words, then you have this 
conflict, you have to make the words comfortable for people, otherwise it’s just going to 
backfire on you. -- But that’s, we’re lucky in California, at least in the urban areas and 
where we are so far. Across the nations, its colleagues and other Sea Grant programs like 
in Louisiana, they cannot use the words climate change, they have to talk about flooding. 
It’s so embarrassing. (An interviewee) 
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Finally, the scientific community was also criticized from inside by the NGO actors. 
They felt that in order the Americans are to be convinced about the truthfulness of 
climate science and climate change, the scientists ought to face the real world and 
communicating their results better to the public and other colleagues as well.  
The scientists still don’t understand that people don’t read scientific journals. -- The 
scientists are so head down in their science, they don’t realize you need to take it, and 
package it in a way that they can actually use it. And so the scientific community hasn’t 
been as great about, ‘cause they, even more than our organization want to be the non-
biased, science person so it’s a hard battle. (An interviewee) 
According to my material, climate science has a dual position in the United States: from 
early on it has played an important role in policy making and in raising people’s 
awareness of the problem. But at the same time, it is continuously being questioned, 
especially by the climate skeptics. Moreover, the skeptics have managed to spread their 
doubts over the scientific consensus about climate change largely to the public. In any 
case, it seems that the topic provokes strong reactions. The NGOs strongly emphasized 
the importance of climate science, but also dealt it with caution pointing out great 
regional differences within the U.S. in how people approach the scientific facts about 
climate change. Finally, they criticized the scientific community of the inability to 
forward scientific knowledge to the public.  
 
5.2?????Emphasis?on?technological?solutions??
 
One of my research questions was; what kinds of solutions are being offered to address 
environmental issues? According to my data, it seems obvious that the way the 
Americans conceptualize climate change is focused on technology and energy issues, 
placing a great emphasis on efficiency and rationalization. There were a lot of 
technological and energy solutions offered both in the articles and by the civil society 
organizations. The main difference was that while the discussions about technology in 
the articles mainly had a national context, the NGOs promoted solutions locally and 
regionally.  
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The reporting from the climate summit clarified well the differences in policies and 
solutions that the European Union and the United States have in responding to climate 
change. The EU has traditionally preferred numerical and binding emission cuts based 
on government-imposed caps, that they consider being a necessary part of the 
international climate politics, therefore the world of civic democracy, whereas the 
United States favors concentrating on climate research, technological innovations and a 
mix of measures to follow emissions, but all set by individual nations, not mandated by 
a global pact. 
An interesting notion that came up from the interviews was the large share of industrial 
justifications, not ecological ones. I hypothesized that the people representing the civil 
society in my material, would have placed more emphasis on environmental values, 
thus used more ecological justification, but this wasn’t the case. Even though they did 
used this justification to explain why they developed an interest toward working in a 
non-profit environmental organization, the way they mainly conceptualized the problem 
was more technology- or energy oriented.  Also, they talked a lot about implementing 
different programs, projects, networks and models as means to response to climate 
change. Hence, the importance of green technology and energy sufficiency was even 
more highlighted than in the newspaper articles:  
As I have mentioned before in the context of NGOs promoting environmental issues, 
climate change is a difficult topic to advocate to the public, since it is usually the 
behavior of people that is most challenging to change. Since some of the representatives 
of civil society organizations felt that talking to people about personal commitments and 
changes in their routines was not a sufficient approach, they decided to focus on 
partnering with multiple local agencies, private firms and individuals to set up programs 
and promoting green technology and creating incentives for public institutions and 
companies to deploy it.  
I thought: well, what can we be doing that maybe has a little longer reach? (A 
representative of a NGO) 
One of the NGOs has launched multiple programs that utilize and promote renewable 
energy, including multi-family-housing program, which aims at diversifying recycling 
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and reducing energy consumption by encouraging having your own meter and following 
your consumption, community choice aggregation that mixes up renewable energy to 
the traditional ones, and promotion of solar power. These projects and programs are 
industrial by their nature but they also relate to the world of ecology; by switching to 
renewable energy, a company, a household or an institution can reduce their energy 
consumption and thus, their carbon footprint. The head of the organization also 
mentions the competitive industry, which business is mainly grounded on the world of 
market.  
I think that everybody, hopefully, start realizing that the fossil fuel industry's influence is 
way too strong. But they're a dying industry anyway. They're going to be gone in a 
couple of decades or whatever; they're just trying to hold on. (An interviewee) 
As the quote above depicts, in the United States, the industry of renewable energy faces 
some fierce opposition; once again, there are two competing counter-parties trying to 
promote their businesses. The energy industries are divided between those that produce 
conventional energy forms, such as oil and coal – powerful network of companies that 
practice lobbying and that include some of the biggest companies in the world, and a 
smaller group of companies producing renewable energy. The reactions to the Kyoto 
Protocol back in 1997, illustrates this debate well. 
Even though the U.S. never ratified the Kyoto Protocol, before it was turned in to the 
Senate for consideration, there was a lot of debate about the accord’s possible economic 
and technological impacts. These debates were mainly related to the worlds of market 
and industrial. Major questions at the time were for example increases in energy prices, 
development and implementation of renewable energy sources and of course whether 
the ratification of the protocol would create jobs or joblessness. For the heads of 
companies that sell renewable energy, the accord would have most likely meant huge 
profits.  
In the niche of the economy that aims to replace coal, oil and other sources of carbon 
dioxide, the main gas implicated in global climate change, the United States could create 
400,000 new jobs by 2010, equal to the largest U.S. corporate employer. (Scott Sklar, the 
executive director of the Solar Energy Industries Association, The New York Times, 
December 12, 1997) 
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Scott Sklar is arguing in favor of green technology which has its own special code. He 
also suggests that ecological acts can create economic growth, hence, uses a justification 
market implies ecology.  
But the representatives of the conventional energy business, such as coal and oil, were 
not happy about the future prospects as the industry was in danger of losing billions of 
dollars. Mary H. Novak, vice president of Wharton Econometric Forecasting 
Associates, an economic consulting firm engaged by industry groups that opposed the 
climate change treaty, said her forecasts predicted job losses in the millions: 
The coal mining industry in this country will be wiped out. Agriculture, manufacturing 
and transportation will all be seriously affected. Farm incomes could be cut by as much 
as 50 percent. (Mary H. Novak, The New York Times, December 12, 1997) 
Instead, according to one of the interviewees, the wisest thing for businesses and 
institutions to do is to accept the reality that the transformation from conventional 
energy to renewable ones is going to happen anyway.  
You’re going to have it eventually, it’s inevitable. -- You can't avoid it, so why not do it 
now, why not get all the benefits now. (An interviewee) 
As I hypothesized, technological solutions have crucial role in the American climate 
change debate. It has a lot to do with the overall importance the Americans place on 
efficiency and rationality. In the debate about the use of energy, there were clearly two 
competing parties: one promoting green and renewable energy choices and the other 
representing conventional energy forms, such as oil and coal. Interestingly though, also 
the NGOs emphasized the importance of technology and energy in their solutions to 
combat climate change. One of the biggest reasons for this was that according to the 
interviewees it is far less challenging to make changes in institutional level, for example 
implementing renewable energy in schools, than in individual level, trying to convince 
single consumers to change their lifestyles. 
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??????Analysis?III:?Privatization?and?marketization?of?climate?
governance?in?the?U.S.?
 
This analysis chapter addresses the privatization and marketization of climate 
governance; carbon trading and businesses promoting environmental issues which is 
closely related to the overall disappointment to the politicians’ and governments’ take 
on climate change. Privatization of climate governance is a popular topic of debate that 
is especially interesting in the context of the United States, since the country has an 
upfront role in the development. The purpose of this section is to go beyond the 
discussions about the economic impacts of climate action, but point to a broader shift in 
which market, private firms and industries play significant roles in the evolution of 
climate regime.   
?
6.1?????The?United?States?promoting?carbon?trading?against?taxation?
 
The United States has been a prominent supporter of market based solutions in reducing 
carbon emissions as oppose to government lead solutions, for example carbon tax. Here, 
I examine the debates relating to these different mechanisms that often divide people to 
its supporters and critics, depending weather the idea of the good is sought from the 
government or from the market. 
Emissions trading, or cap-and-trade system, are market based approaches in which a 
country or industrial company would be able to meet its emissions reduction target by 
cutting emissions itself or by buying reductions from another country or company that 
achieved excess cuts, or both. Companies that cannot meet their greenhouse gas 
pollution limit could buy extra permits by investing in carbon-reduction programs 
abroad. The proponents of this approach say it achieves reductions most efficiently and 
cheaply. It was frequently emphasized that the majority of the American politicians 
favor the cap-and-trade system, including the Democratic leaders and the Obama 
administration. Thus, it can benefit the politicians who use it as a tool to convince the 
voters concerned of their economy and tax increases. Although Senator James Inhofe, 
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one of the most outspoken climate skeptics in the country, considered the cap-and-trade 
as the largest tax increase in American history. 
In terms of the justification theory, carbon trading as a market based system created to 
reduce emissions, concerns the worlds of market and ecology.  However, the disputed 
question was whether carbon trading is a sufficient way to lower the country’s 
emissions and moreover, are those reductions enough? Due to the popularity of carbon 
trading in the United States, it was surprising to find so many arguments, mainly by 
experts and environmental organizations, criticizing the system.  
Before and the during the Kyoto summit in 1997, there was some reporting on debates 
in the White House and Congress about plans on climate action. In those debates, 
different advisers to President Bill Clinton stated opposing views about the economic 
impacts of carbon reduction systems, which at the time were unknown. The economists 
were deeply worried that any policy intended to drive down the use of fossil fuels, 
especially a policy that puts a cap on emissions of carbon dioxide and to let a market in 
emission permits dictate the price of fossil fuels, would, in effect, amount to a system of 
energy rationing and energy taxes. In their rear-view mirrors, these advisers saw the 
economic disruptions of the oil shocks of the 1970's. Others argued that a policy aimed 
to reduce emissions would stimulate the appearance and rapid adoption of exciting new 
technologies that would make it possible to conserve energy and to produce more of it 
without fossil fuels. In their rear-view mirrors, they saw the efficiency gains and higher 
productivity that resulted from putting the nation on an energy diet in the 1970's and the 
1980's. 
The sky is falling, the sky is falling, it's a terrible thing, -- Every time we've tried to 
improve the American environment in the last 25 or 30 years, somebody has predicted 
that it would wreck the economy. And the air is cleaner, the water is cleaner, the food 
supply is safer, there are fewer toxic waste dumps. And the last time I checked, we had 
the lowest unemployment rate in 24 years. 
So don't believe the skeptics -- Give us a chance to make the case. (President Bill 
Clinton, The New York Times, December 12, 1997) 
President Clinton makes a statement with a combination of justifications ecology 
implies market. Additionally, he denounces the world of fame saying that the 
Americans shouldn’t listen to the skeptics. More radical thoughts about the relationship 
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of market and ecology worlds were also stated, saying that the continuing mantra for 
economic growth in the U.S. is unsustainable in terms of environment protection and 
reducing greenhouse gases, thus, denouncing the world of market from the ecology 
world. But these arguments were fairly rare; this combination of justifications was used 
only in seven claims.  
This argument by professor Robert N. Stavins from Harvard University discusses the 
inefficiency of the government based carbon trading programs and the alarming amount 
of carbon credits that Russia possesses. According to him, as the power to play with 
climate issues is given to governments and politicians, there is always the risk of ending 
up in a situation where governments calculate their own interests and benefits to the 
detriment of others, thus he suggests moving the focus from governments to companies. 
We bribed the Russians to join the Kyoto treaty and they ended up with these credits that 
give them political leverage without their having to cut their emissions. We’ve learned 
that nation-state trading programs are fundamentally flawed and that the best way to use 
trading as a tool to lower emissions is to focus on companies, not governments. (Robert 
N. Stavins, The New York Times, December 6, 2009) 
Some argue that putting money into climate action, especially in the context of 
international negotiations, is waste of American taxpayers’ money, since there are no 
guarantees anyway of the extent of the problem. The same people usually argue that all 
kinds of regulations hurt the economy and cause unemployment; they are denouncing 
the worlds of ecology and civic democracy from market world. One interesting example 
illustrating this was the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) ruling 
in 2009, announced at the exact same day as the climate negotiations in Copenhagen 
began, that GHG's pose danger to human health. At that time, the ruling was regarded as 
the environment paving the way for regulation of carbon dioxide.  
E.P.A. is moving forward with an agenda that will put additional burdens on 
manufacturers, cost jobs and drive up the price of energy, -- Unemployment is hovering 
at 10 percent, and many manufacturers are struggling to stay in business, -- It is doubtful 
that the endangerment finding will achieve its stated goal, but it is certain to come at a 
huge cost to the economy. (Keith McCoy, vice president of energy policy at the National 
Association of Manufacturers, about EPA’s ruling; the worlds of industry and ecology 
are denounced from market world. The New York Times, December 7, 2009) 
Opposite thoughts were also being stated, as here, where a journalist argues that not 
only are the regulations on emissions necessary for the sake of nature, but they could 
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also benefit the economy, hence he uses a combination of justifications ecology implies 
market. 
The truth, however, is that cutting greenhouse gas emissions is affordable as well as 
essential. Serious studies say that we can achieve sharp reductions in emissions with only 
a small impact on the economy’s growth. (A journalist, The New York Times, December 
6, 2009) 
Another journalist pounders how the economic stagnation cuts emissions of carbon by 
reduced consumption of energy, therefore, he denounces the world of market from an 
ecological world. 
Fortunately, there is good reason to believe the price of European emission permits will 
rise over time. Their price tends to fall when the price of oil rises or the economy slows - 
dynamics that reduce energy usage and naturally cut emissions of carbon. As the world 
fell even deeper into recession last year, the price of permits tumbled from a peak of 
around $45 per ton in July 2008. (A journalist, The New York Times, December 24, 
2009) 
Some experts denounced carbon trading as an insufficient system to respond to 
environmental protection. Debates included the confrontation of the current plans to 
shift to green energy, which are pretty much centered on carbon offsets and cap-and-
trade systems, with the use of biofuels, like here: 
Contrary to what you might hear from energy companies and environmentally conscious 
celebrities, offsets don’t magically make carbon emissions disappear. Worse, relying on 
them to stem global warming may devastate our vital forest ecosystems. (An opinion by 
Bernd Heinrich, The New York Times, December 19, 2009. He denounces the world of 
market from ecological world) 
Carbon trading was also criticized for being a tempting system for the corporations but 
not for the public; it merely allows the Wall Street traders to rip off the public out of 
billions of dollars. It was denounced as “pollution trading system”, saying that if every 
polluter’s emissions fell below the incrementally lowered cap, then the price of 
pollution credits would collapse and the economic rationale to keep reducing pollution 
would disappear. Finally, some argued that the market for trading permits to emit 
carbon is loosely regulated, open to speculators and to include derivatives.  
Discussions about REDD, or Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest 
Degradation, qualify as a fine example here, since it is considered as an international 
carbon trading plan. Furthermore, it serves as a good example of how the interests of the 
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worlds of ecology and market can clash. Essentially, it would involve payments by 
wealthy countries to developing countries for every hectare of forest they do not cut 
down. But the skeptics doubt whether it will be possible to measure just how much 
carbon is being conserved, and question whether the lands involved can be protected 
from illegal logging and corruption.  
The companies argue that the United Nations program could provide them with the 
financial incentives to preserve forests even as they expand their operations, a goal 
supported by the governments of developing nations, which consider the paper and pulp 
industry as a mainstay of the countries’ economic development. Fred Krupp, head of the 
Environmental Defense Fund said that the forest program offers opportunities for the 
U.S. companies to reduce emissions at a lower cost, which he regards to important 
politically, thus, he considers the worlds of market and ecology as compatible.  
But the civil society organizations denounced the system calling it another prospect for 
the companies to polish their fame and at the same time make profits. 
Forests have become a pot of money or a get out of jail free card, -- Either way, there’s 
the prospect of financial benefit now, as opposed to just being told, ‘Do the right thing,’ 
like it was two years ago. (Peg Putt, a consultant to the Wilderness Society, The New 
York Times, December 15, 2009) 
 They are the ones that did the damage, -- Now they’re saying: ‘We were bad boys. Now 
we’re good. So give us the money. (Michael Stuewe, an expert on Indonesia at the World 
Wildlife Fund, The New York Times, December 15, 2009) 
The cap-and-trade system provoked diverse thoughts among the representatives of 
NGOs. One of the interviewees regarded it as being a positive progress but was 
skeptical about how and where the money is going to be spent. Whereas one of them 
saw some loopholes in the system: even if a state decides to put a certain cap on their 
emissions and thereby encourage investments in green technology, because of the 
country’s legislative structure, they can’t get the federals to impose things that are 
regulated via their agency firm.  
The cap-and trade system was also linked to justice issues. One of the interviewees 
argued that a market based system puts different areas in the U.S. in unequal positions, 
whereas a carbon tax concerns all the regions.  
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Cap-and-trade, as a mechanism that’ll actually, disadvantage communities even further, -
- actually by giving the polluters the ability to place their polluting factories or power 
plants in the cheapest places possible, -- as opposed to a tax or direct regulatory 
mechanism wherein you’d have the ability to say, the nastiest power plants don’t all get 
to be in the poorest communities. (An interviewee) 
As many regarded market based carbon trading as an improper response to 
environmental protection, some other alternatives were suggested.  
When considering ways to reduce greenhouse gases that would benefit both the 
environment and the U.S. economy, Judith Chevalier, a professor of economics and 
finance at the Yale School of Management, utilized a 7bill called the Lieberman-Warner 
Climate Security Act. She suggested a system called carbon consumption caps, where 
the price of goods would be tied to the emissions produced in the manufacturing 
process; hence, the carbon consumption caps would also automatically create green 
consumerism, as people most likely choose to buy low-price products.  Moreover, it 
would encourage both China and the U.S. to control its high-emission processes as the 
consumption of their goods abroad decreases as their prices go up. 
The provision requires that importers of goods from countries without carbon caps obtain 
permits for the emissions resulting from the goods’ production. While this requirement 
could be used to protect American jobs from foreign competition, if handled equitably, it 
could provide an elegant solution to the leakage problem. -- Producers in the United 
States and abroad would have an incentive to reduce greenhouse gases to make their 
goods more competitive. (Judith Chevalier, The New York Times, December 16, 2007) 
Another alternative was suggested by James Hansen in the opinion pages of The New 
York Times. According to Hansen, a system called “fee and divided” would be more 
efficient and less costly than cap and trade: Under this approach, a gradually rising 
carbon fee would be collected at the mine or port of entry for each fossil fuel (coal, oil 
and gas). The fee would be uniform, a certain number of dollars per ton of carbon 
dioxide in the fuel. The public would not directly pay any fee, but the price of goods 
would rise in proportion to how much carbon-emitting fuel is used in their production.   
                                                            
7 The Lieberman-Warner Climate Security Act (also known as the America's Climate Security Act) was 
introduced to the Senate in 2007. The bill would have capped the American carbon consumption through 
a tradable permit plan. In 2008, the bill was killed by Senate Republicans over worries that it would 
damage the economy. 
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In the climate debate I have examined, carbon trading provoked thoughts that both 
supported it and criticized it. It was regarded as an efficient system that provides 
incentives for the firms to lower their emissions, therefore benefiting both the 
environment and economy. The critics denounced the system for creating inequality and 
questioned whether a system that is tied to a price set by market actors can deliver 
meaningful emissions reduction. When considering the future of carbon trading, it was 
stressed that without a global carbon markets that involves the developing countries, 
industries based on for example in Europe move their operations into less-regulated 
parts of the world.    
 
6.2?????Less?politics???more?vision:?Businesses?promoting?environmental?
issues??
               
As the United Nations climate summits have time after time have proved insufficient to 
produce a binding, joint agreement that would require all countries to commit to 
emissions reductions, the frustration towards the negotiations and at the same time, to 
the politicization of climate change began to grow. This was highly visible in my 
material. Once again, as one of my research questions concerned the solutions offered to 
combat climate change, I will present one kind of approach that showed up in the 
articles; private businesses engaging the climate change regime.  
When it comes to global climate negotiations, there were a lot of contradictions in the 
debate. Even though generally, people seemed to feel very pessimistic about any 
significant outcome but yet, they did not offer other solutions, meaning that they still 
feel that the only way to solve a global problem is a global solution. Very rarely, which 
to me was actually fairly surprising, people denounced the world of civic democracy. A 
journalist in The New York Times considered the significance and future of the U.N. 
climate talks, calling the Durban negotiations “the latest failed attempt to limit climate 
risk using pollution-style restrictions on carbon dioxide under a global treaty.” Again, 
civic democracy, that is the international efforts to address climate change, is being 
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deeply questioned, but not denounced, since he doesn’t say that the process should be 
stopped.   
However, several problems relating to those meetings were brought up. As a major 
obstacle speakers considered the desire for economic growth that doesn’t go together 
with the environmental protection and emissions reductions. Hence, the world of 
markets was denounced from the world of ecology. Furthermore, the NGOs argued that 
the international negotiations are too distant, and didn’t really see a role for them in 
those summits. Again, they emphasized that rather the local and regional attempts that 
are concrete and easier to put into practice. They also denounced the selfish agendas of 
many countries in the negotiations, including their own country, the United States. One 
of the interviewees denounced the whole process as a complete waste of time. Finally, 
many pointed to the direction that the task of those meetings is just too ambitious and 
that the negotiating delegates don’t have the expertise or knowledge to decide on such 
large scale issues.  
There is a fundamental disconnect in having environment ministers negotiating 
geopolitics and macroeconomics. (Nick Robins, an energy and climate change analyst at 
HSBC, the London-based global ban, The New York Times, December 11, 2011) 
One thing that however was frequently denounced was the politicization of climate 
change, which was generally regarded as a negative development. There were several 
explanations given for this. First, once the topic enters the political agenda, in which it 
us used as a political tool, many brought up the fact that it loses its scientific base. 
Second, especially many representatives of NGOs didn’t regard the politicians being the 
right people to decide on environmental issues, since they have their own agendas, 
which concern more the voters’ interests that especially in the United States are 
dominated by economic concerns. Additionally, the Republicans and other conservative 
groups were seen as a major obstacle in legislative process, whereas in non-state 
organizations, there are no such restrictions and the scope of options for action is 
uncontrolled.  
Whether seen in a positive or in a negative light, many academics (Bulkeley & Newell 
2010, 101, Calder & McKinnon 2012, 170–171) point to the a development, where the 
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emergence of private forms’ of climate governance and market actors’ initiatives to 
address climate change go beyond the standards of international and national policy.  
This development was also addresses in my material, as both the debates in the articles 
and interviewees of NGOs brought up alternatives to the traditional forms of climate 
governance, that is, to the international and national frameworks of climate change 
politics.  
In my material, there were many proponent business heads that addressed climate 
change and said that it is good for your business to become “green”. According to the 
justification theory, they are arguing in favor of both the economy and the environment: 
two things that many people regard as a mismatch due to the fact that economic growth 
historically has required burning fossil fuels. In one article, Richard Branson, an English 
business magnate, tried to convince the politicians around the world about the benefits 
of renewable energy. He argues that the many businesses already recognize the need to 
make changes, but also the potential in those changes:  
Business is already leading; governments simply have to keep up with the pace of 
change. Retailers are competing with each other to see how deeply they can cut carbon, 
and right across their supply chains. Investors are pouring billions into clean energy. 
Communities are acting too - low-carbon initiatives are proliferating in cities and towns 
across the world. -- We must defeat this enemy. We know we have the technologies, the 
tactics, and the people to do it. What we need is fewer pronouncements and more 
leadership. (Richard Branson, The New York Times, December 17, 2009) 
Some of the business chiefs who argued in favor of the environmental issues 
represented unlikely companies. In the material around the Kyoto meeting in 1997, John 
Browne’s, chief executive of the British Petroleum Company (B.P.), opinion article was 
one of them. According to the article, the company had set up an action plan that 
included setting targets for each refinery, factory and outfit of the company worldwide, 
to use less energy, with fixed targets reviewed periodically. Mr. Browne himself seemed 
to be very fond of promoting “green business”. In Mr. Browne's view: 
 It is time for the business world to accept the realities of global warming, which are facts 
backed by effective consensus among the world's leading scientists and serious and well-
informed people. (John Brown, The New York Times, December 12, 1997) 
He continues by stating that rather than fight environmentalists, companies can save and 
eventually earn money if they begin to make this “investment in the future.” Moreover, 
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the company believed that businesses have a constructive role to play in the process of 
combating climate change. 
Mr. Browne’s views even received some cautiously content comments from the 
environmental organizations: 
Compared to other oil companies, B.P. was the first major to come out in favor of 
policies to reduce CO2 emissions. I guess you can say on a scale of good to bad, they, 
and the Shell Oil Company, are the good guys in this industry. (Chris Rose, deputy 
executive director of Greenpeace, The New York Times, December 12, 1997) 
In an opinion article titled “Will Big Business Save the Earth?” Jared Diamond, a 
professor at the University of California offers he’s thoughts about the position of large, 
global companies in relation to environmental issues. Diamond used to share that 
widespread view that big businesses are environmentally destructive, greedy and driven 
by short-term profits, but has later had more nuanced feelings about this. Like many of 
he’s fellow citizens, Diamond also considers the development and deployment of green 
technology as one of most crucial steps in climate action. After discussing some of the 
technological efforts to cut their emissions by such large companies as Wal-Mart, Coca-
Cola and Chevron, he concludes that the American businesses are going to play as much 
or more of a role in the progress as the government. He also sees the above as a positive 
development, as corporations know they have a lot to gain by establishing 
environmentally friendly business practices. He concludes that people should get over 
the misimpression that American business cares only about immediate profits, and that 
the companies working to keep the planet healthy should be instead rewarded. 
The NGOs emphasized rather local and regional efforts over national and international 
ones. Also, in several contexts, they mentioned the kind of partnership model, popular 
in the U.S., where local and regional businesses, public institutions and NGOs act 
together. Thus, when asked about their partners, all of the interviewees listed several 
private firms. Some of them also considered the involvement of businesses in taking 
action as one of the positive developments in the future: 
That people are really putting great new ideas, and we’ll probably see a (host of) green 
businesses, that are really successful, things like that, I am optimistic. (An interviewee) 
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The statement issued in the beginning of this chapter - to the development where a 
growing number of private actors and market engage in the climate regime - of course 
needs more critical assessment. Common concerns regarding the privatization and 
marketization of climate governance are for example the integrity of the strategies by 
the businesses, the problems relating to accountability and the adequacy of voluntary 
regulation of markets to respond to the problem. However, the private regulation might 
create new channels of pressures on key contributions to climate change.  The fact that 
non-state actors, whether NGOs or private firms, are increasingly central to any effort to 
govern climate change, forces people to think more innovatively how and where 
governance happens and which arrangements does it serve. (Bulkeley & Newell 2010, 
101–104.)  
Based on my data, businesses are increasingly involved in the governance of climate 
change in the United States. The speakers in the debate stressed the importance of 
private actors promoting environmental values. One of the reasons for this was the 
widespread disappointment to the politicization of climate governance. Especially the 
international negotiations were seen as ineffective to produce expected results; a global, 
binding treaty. Many speakers who argued in favor of private climate governance, 
justified their arguments by saying that companies’ profits would not necessarily be 
harmed if environment friendly steps are taken – quite the contrary; the two worlds of 
market and ecology can be implied. However, without proper systems of regulation and 
accountability in a market environment, which by its nature is rather uncontrolled and 
free of regulation, the private climate governance may encounter some serious 
credibility problems. 
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??????Analysis?IV:?Climate?justice?for?whom???
 
Civic justice is a frequently discussed topic particularly in global political arenas such 
as in the climate summits. Argumentation based on civic justice calls for rich countries 
to commit to higher emissions reductions and to finance poor nations’ climate acts. 
Civic justice justification appeared in my material in 50 claims, of which only 2 
denounced it.  
The division to developing and developed countries in this chapter is based on the 
Northern and Southern hemispheres defined in the Kyoto Protocol (United Nations 
1998, 20).  Although in the United Nations climate summits, the developing countries 
represent a somewhat united group in the form of G-77, in the context of my analysis 
about climate justice, the group of developing countries should not be regarded as a 
homogeneous group of countries: at least two different groups need to be identified. 
AOSIS countries, including the poorest countries and some island nations, are the ones 
particularly vulnerable to the negative impacts of climate change and hence, their 
demand for urgent support is particularly stressed. OPEC members instead are rather 
accused of trying to slow the progress of international negotiations by demanding 
compensation for economic losses caused by the mitigation of climate change. For 
example China, India and Brazil have pushed the developing countries to commit to 
emissions reductions to protect their own economic development. (Oberthür & Ott 
1999, 226.)  
Although civic justice was rarely denounced in my material, it evoked diverse thoughts 
about the different aspects relating to it. Out of all justifications, civic justice is 
probably the one that best illustrates the moral dimensions of the climate change debate. 
The arguments emphasizing the moral aspects largely focus on climate change adaption, 
saying that helping poor nations financially is a moral or an ethical responsibility that 
stems from two realities. First, since climate change has yet increased the inequality 
between the Northern and Southern countries, the countries that have the capacity and 
resources should help the ones lacking them. Second, the poor nations are now 
considered to be at highest risk of facing climate change impacts. Hence, the question 
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about climate justice in the moral sense is about improving and saving lives in those 
parts of the world where climate change cause destruction.  
But emphasizing the moral responsibilities is not the only way to conceptualize the 
issue. Discussions about burden sharing and emissions reductions tend to pass the moral 
side and focus on the distribution of emissions reductions. Because of the historical fact 
that the developed nations have attained their economic growth largely by burning fossil 
fuels, some argue that they should be the ones solving the problem and committing to 
reduce their emissions. Some people question the whole concept of climate justice and 
base their thoughts on economic calculations about the costs of financing poor 
countries’ climate action. Also, the concept of climate justice and especially the United 
States’ approach to it has yet been complicated by the fact that the group of developing 
countries is very diverse, including such high emitter countries as China and India.  
In my final analysis chapter I present arguments and perspectives discussing both views 
mentioned above, starting from the former one, and followed by reflection on the 
arguments about burden sharing. The final chapter focuses on the realists’ position on 
climate justice and the determinants influencing on it. I argue that even though such 
concept as climate justice sounds like an honorable goal that everyone wants to pursue, 
the issue is more complex than one might assume. Again, the rational thinking and 
economic interests in the United States intervenes in the conversation about climate 
justice.  
 
7.1???????world?of?“adaptation?apartheid”?
 
As I will later illustrate, in the industrialized countries, including the United States, the 
notion of climate justice is disputed. However, in my material, an almost unified voice 
in the debate came from the representatives of the developing countries using rather 
dramatic language in their appeals for justice. To clarify, justice in this context means 
two things: assistance money that the developing countries use mainly to develop and 
improve their adaptation strategies, and bigger emissions reductions by the developed 
nations.  
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In the articles, there were arguments both from the representatives of developing and 
developed countries that called for climate justice, or, according to the coding scheme, 
civic justice. The developing countries argued either as a group, for example the G-77, 
or as individual representatives of specific countries. Their claim types were comprised 
mostly of statements but also different halts and demonstrations were reported 
associated to the climate summits. Also Western politicians, NGOs and experts 
participated in these appeals, but what was notable was that there weren’t many 
Americans making moral statements in terms of climate justice. Finally, the 
interviewees representing the NGOs spoke on the behalf of climate justice, but rather 
shortly; commenting the weak situation in some of the developing countries with a few 
sentences. This however may result from the fact stated earlier, that the interviewees’ 
overall focus concerning climate change was very much on a local level rather than on 
global one.  
The tone of the arguments was to some extent dependent on whether they were made by 
speakers from the Northern or Southern hemisphere. The justice issues sometimes 
showed up in my material with references to the historical, exploitative relationship of 
Western countries and developing countries. Phrases like ’environmental colonialism’ 
and the ’Western rape and pillage of the world's resources’ were heard in the climate 
summits, along with predictions that the meetings could forge a new and even deeper 
split between the richer and poorer nations of the earth. In the climate summit held in 
Copenhagen in 2009, speaker after speaker from the developing world denounced the 
produced accord as a sham process carried out behind closed doors by a club of rich 
countries and large emerging powers. The debate reached such a pitch that the Sudanese 
delegate compared the effect of the accord on poor nations to the Holocaust. The 
dramatic language combined with accusations towards the rich countries for their selfish 
and abundant lifestyle formed a picture of “good and helpless poor countries” and on 
the other hand, “bad and greedy rich countries.”  
People are being left to sink or swim with their own resources, one result is a world of 
“adaptation apartheid.” (Desmond Tutu, Archbishop Emeritus of Cape Town, The New 
York Times, November 28, 2007) 
Very many of us are struggling to attain a decent standard of living for our peoples.  And 
yet we are constantly told that we must share in the effort to reduce emissions so that 
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industrialized countries can continue to enjoy the benefits of their wasteful life style. 
(Mark Mwandosya, a former Tanzanian chairman of the developing-country group, The 
New York Times, December 13, 1997) 
However, climate justice was also discussed in more constructive contexts. Some 
articles addressed climate justice with concrete examples of the nations where the 
impacts of climate change are felt in the most severe ways, often emphasizing climate 
change as a shared problem should coordinate regional and global efforts to deal with 
its impacts 
So-called least developed countries like Bhutan and Bangladesh account for a tiny 
fraction of the greenhouse gas emissions responsible for global warming. But poor 
countries like them will bear the brunt of climate change because of their geography and 
lack of money and technology to protect themselves. (Dr. Lyonpo Pema Gyamtsho, 
Bhutan’s minister for agriculture and forests, The New York Times, November 27, 2011) 
Bhutan, a small nation in the Himalayas is likely to suffer from many threats caused by 
climate change including floods, water torrents and water shortages being just a few of 
them. In the argument above, there are two justifications to be identified; civic justice 
and ecological anthropocentric.   
Kumi Naidoo, the director of Greenpeace, argues that justice requires the contributions 
from both the disadvantaged and the privileged people. The concept of global justice is 
a valid term that can be applied to several global problems, be it climate change or for 
example political struggles. As a child, watching white people demonstrating against the 
apartheid South Africa, he asked himself:  
What they had to gain by supporting our struggle for justice? Only later, I understood 
what they wanted; what they needed. They needed to live in a world that is just. (Kumi 
Naidoo, The New York Times, December 10, 2009) 
 And the same thing is happening with climate change:  
People everywhere are uniting in their call for climate justice, in the call for a fair, 
ambitious and legally binding treaty to be agreed at the U.N climate summit in 
Copenhagen. -- Justice and peace are keys. Unchecked climate change will place the 
world’s natural resources under incredible stress: Drinking water, food production and 
habitable land will all become scarcer. -- Our leaders need to understand the world is 
watching. We understand that nature does not negotiate; we understand that we cannot 
change the science; we demand that they change the politics, otherwise they must 
understand we have the power to change the politicians. (Kumi Naidoo, The New York 
Times, December 10, 2009) 
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In my material, there were pleas calling for justice in the context of climate change from 
both representatives of developing countries and westerners. It is obvious that climate 
change has not only worsened the living in some poor areas, but based on my material, 
also the attitudinal division between rich and poor countries, especially evident in the 
climate summits, is an issue that remains to be resolved. Moreover, even though it was 
emphasized that climate change as a global problem requires joint efforts to help those 
in need, skepticism towards the concern of those living in rich countries over people 
living in risk areas was aroused.  
As one of the targets of the United Nations climate summits has been to equalize the 
unfair situation between the Northern and Southern countries, several efforts including 
funds as well as emission reduction schemes have been established. Moreover, at least 
in the context of the climate summits, climate justice is a widely accepted concept that 
countries are trying to resolve. Yet, the distribution of duties raises questions in the 
United States and elsewhere: who will finance the developing nations’ climate change 
adaption; how are the costs allocated; how much emissions should the countries commit 
to reduce and what is the role of the developing countries in this? As the emissions of 
developing countries are increasing, the difficult question of who is an eligible 
candidate for funding becomes pressing. 
 
7.2?????Contesting?views?on?burden?sharing?
 
The question of burden sharing is a crucial issue in terms of climate justice. Burden 
sharing in this context means the question of how to distribute the emission reductions 
and costs targeted to climate change adaptation among the countries. It was frequently 
discussed in my material, often associated with the climate summits. In my material, it 
was also by far the most popular topic of debate and most contributed by the American 
speakers. 
The first aspect of burden sharing, the allocation of emissions reductions, was widely 
discussed in the articles. From the early stages of UNFCCC, the unequal contribution of 
the developing and developed countries has been acknowledged. For example, there 
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was a lot of debate about the distribution of emission reductions in the Kyoto climate 
summit, since the developing countries upset the conference by refusing to commit 
themselves to emission reduction targets that their wealthier counterparts have pledged 
to meet under the agreement. Hence, in the produced Kyoto protocol, the poorer 
countries were exempted from emission reduction targets and were called on only to 
take part in efforts to use cleaner energy sources that would be sponsored by richer 
nations. The poor nations primarily rationalized their behavior by combining the civic 
justice and market justifications, saying that cutting emissions would hurt their already 
weak economies and that the emission reductions should concern those who can afford 
them. Moreover, they accused the rich countries for pointing fingers at them, again, 
appealing to their disadvantaged positions. The developing countries’ position was also 
backed up by several economists who commented the situation by saying that costly 
shift away from fossil fuels could slow the rise toward prosperity, which is a 
prerequisite for action to improve environmental quality. Another reason for focusing 
on economic growth and increased ability to withstand climate shocks, this camp says, 
is that risks are rising not only because of warming but also because population growth 
in poor places is greatly increasing how many people are exposed to today’s climate-
related hazards. 
How can we devote our precious resources towards reducing emissions when we are 
struggling every day just to feed, clothe and house our citizens? -- The third world 
produces far less of these dangerous gases than industrialized nations, but we are being 
asked to do more than our fair share to clean them up. (F. V. Mayinga Mkandawire, 
Malawi's Minister of Forestry, Fisheries and Environmental Affairs, The New York 
Times, December 13, 1997) 
In the Kyoto summit, Mr. Mkandawire called for civic justice as he sees the situation 
unfair: not only the developing nations have gained economic advantage compared to 
poor nations, but they have also produced the majority of the GHG’s while doing that. 
However, many experts, at the time, pointed to the fact that due to their huge 
populations and likely economic growth, their emissions will exceed those of 
industrialized countries. 
The reluctant position by the developing countries to cut emissions has continued in the 
latest climate summits.  The following quotes are from the climate summit held in 
Copenhagen in 2009. 
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We are greatly disturbed by the statements of some developed countries pointing fingers 
at some or all developing countries for what they consider a total failure. This will 
exacerbate the already huge mountain of mistrust between the North and the South. 
(Mohammed Al Sabban, the lead negotiator of Saudi Arabia, The New York Times, 
December 23, 2009) 
Am I to write a blank check and sign away the livelihoods and sustainability of 1.2 
billion Indians, without even knowing what the E.U. 'road map' contains? (Jayanthi 
Natarajan, The New York Times, December 12, 2009) 
India's environment minister Jayanthi Natarajan commented the European Union’s push 
for a legally binding treaty. Below is a quote from the head of the Chinese delegation, 
Xie Zhenhua, who accused developed countries of hypocrisy:  
What qualifies you to tell us what to do? We are taking action. We want to see your 
action! (Xie Zhenhua, The New York Times, December 12, 2009) 
In their arguments, Mohammed Al Sabban, Jayanthi Natarajan and, Xie Zhenhua, use 
civic justice and market justifications to demonstrate their unwillingness to cut 
emissions and at the same time, emphasize the deepening gap between the developed 
and developing counties.  
In addition to their concerns about the economic losses, the developing countries also 
justified their position with the historical fact that the industrialized nations have 
produced the majority of the greenhouse gases. While this is certainly true, in my 
material there were arguments saying that rich countries should not be held responsible 
for their pass emissions, because most of them were produced at a time when people we 
not even aware of the problem. 
When asked about arguments by diplomats and some protesters that the United States 
should provide hundreds of billions of dollars in aid to developing nations as 
reparations, The American negotiator, Todd D. Stern, the special envoy for climate 
change, answered:  
I actually completely reject the notion of a debt or reparations or anything of the like. --
For most of the 200 years since the Industrial Revolution, people were blissfully ignorant 
of the fact that emissions caused a greenhouse effect. It’s a relatively recent phenomenon. 
(Todd D. Stern, The New York Times, December 11, 2009) 
The claim the developed world has this obligation because it “went first” emitting 
greenhouse gases is nonsensical. -- Yes, the developed world emitted greenhouse gases in 
development, but it also developed quickly, via strong capitalist institutions, with low 
population levels and complete innocence about the warming potential of greenhouse 
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gases. (Kenneth P. Green, an environmental scientist and a former reviewer for the 
United Nation’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, The New York Times, 
December 11, 2009) 
As the emissions of developing countries have increased over the years, experts and 
Western politicians have criticized the developing nations for acting selfishly and not 
giving their contribution to respond to the global problem as they ought to. Nowadays, 
out of ten biggest emitter countries worldwide, four is considered as developing 
countries, including China, India, South-Korea and Iran.  
Within the next 30 years, increases in emissions by developing countries will reach the 
point where it's fair to say that the problem of global warming cannot be solved unless 
these nations agree to emissions targets. We in the industrialized world created the 
problem, but we can't solve it without cooperation from the developing countries. 
(Jonathan Lash, president of the World Resources Institute, The New York Times, 
December 13, 1997) 
The NGO movement is ten years out of date. They’re still arguing for ‘climate justice’, 
whatever that means, which is interpreted by the big developing countries like India and 
China as a right to pollute up to Western levels. -- Too many leftist activists are therefore 
tending to side with the big polluters because they think they’re standing in solidarity 
with the world’s poor. (Mark Lynas, The New York Times, December 23, 2009) 
Above, Mark Lynas, a British environmental activist questions the ideology of climate 
justice, that doesn’t consider some of the world’s largest emitters’ environmental sins.  
Accordingly, The United States’ has a somewhat twofold position to climate justice. On 
one hand, because emerging economic powers like China and India, who also have 
refused to have any monitoring systems in their countries, are part of the group of 
developing countries, the United States is to some extent skeptical about contributing to 
climate funds. In Copenhagen, Todd Stern, the U.S. envoy for climate change, argued 
that some kinds of strings are required in order for them to receive funding.   
China has $2 trillion in reserves; -- We don’t think China would be the first candidate for 
public funding.  (Todd Stern, The New York Times, December 9, 2009) 
 
One the other hand, he also said that the decision to raise and disburse hundreds of 
billions of dollars to help the most vulnerable nations showed that the principle that 
poor countries with least responsibility for climate change need resources for adaptation 
has been recognized. 
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In the latest climate summit of my material held in Durban in 2011, some progress was 
reached: the decision to move toward a new treaty, and toward replacing the 20-year-old 
system that requires only industrialized nations to cut emissions, was hard-won. 
Furthermore, an assistance package called the Green Climate Fund was set up. It would 
help mobilize a promised $100 billion a year in public and private funds by 2020 to 
assist developing nations in adapting to climate change and converting to clean energy 
sources. But again, the details of the sources of the money for the fund, and how and by 
who it would be disbursed, were left unclear. Michael A. Levi, the Senior Fellow for 
Energy and the Environment at the Council on Foreign Relations, reminded that the aid 
could limit efforts by China and other relatively wealthy developing countries to paint 
the West as an enemy of the world’s poor. It will be harder for the Chinese to block a 
Copenhagen deal if doing so comes at the expense of the least developed in the world. 
The question of burden sharing is certainly a difficult issue that in my material was most 
intensely debated in the climate summits. The underlying problem is the diverse 
interests of different blocs of countries. The developing nations are reluctant to increase 
their emission reduction targets, as they argue that they would slow their economic 
development. The European Union again has persistently appealed for industrialized 
countries to contribute to developmental funds in the name of climate justice. But the 
United States is persistent about demanding China and other emerging economies to 
have transparent emission reduction programs, since they do not want to give the 
Southern economies a ‘competitive advantage’ if they are allowed to emit greenhouse 
gases at higher rates than the North. 
 
7.3?????Realists?versus?moralists?
 
As I mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, climate justice well illustrates the moral 
dimensions related to climate change. While the moralists stress that industrialized 
nations are not only morally responsible for recent or current greenhouse gas emissions, 
but also for emissions which occurred in the wake of early industrialization (Schüssler 
2011, 261), and hence have responsibilities towards the poor nations, particularly in the 
United States, there seems to be controversies related to this. First, the principles of 
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fairness and responsibility are contested by the principles of rationality and efficiency 
and economic calculations. Second, the emphasis in terms of environmental issues 
seems to be on political viability instead of real world urgent necessities.  
 
In the realists’ arguments, found in my material, there was an underlying mistrust 
towards both the developing nations and the sincerity of the developed nations. 
Moreover, it was feared that offering aid could disturb the United States’ own domestic 
efforts to reduce its emissions and employing renewable energy.  When asked about 
climate justice, one of the representatives of an NGO focused rather on local and 
national issues over global ones. He argued that reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
should be the number one priority to countries which can't be burdened by also assuring 
that they take of others. He also acknowledged that when domestic issues, such as 
unemployment is a problem, people don’t have the capacity to look elsewhere: 
I don't want this to come out as cold hearted. -- I don't think we have the time or the 
resources to devote to that (climate justice) as a primary topic. (A representative of a 
NGO) 
 
There were also rather skeptical thoughts addressed about whether the majority of 
people living in rich countries truly care about justice issues related to climate change, 
since they are considered to live in a “safe zone”.  
The island nations and a whole lot of countries are the ones that already are feeling these 
severe impacts of climate change, for the most part, the underdeveloped or developing 
countries. Here, in America it doesn’t really matter that much that those places are 
disappearing. I would say at best people feel bad about it, but they're not going to do 
anything about it. (An interviewee of one of the NGOs) 
Doubts about where the developmental money gets spent were also stated. Samuel 
Thernstrom, a resident fellow and the co-director of the Geoengineering Project at the 
American Enterprise Institute questioned Yvo de Boer’s, the head of the United Nations 
climate office, goal to spend the adaptation money on projects like sea walls and low-
carbon energy generation. According to him, the latter is not adaptation at all, but 
merely a means of spending adaption funds on greenhouse gas emissions reductions that 
will do virtually nothing to help these countries adopt to a warmer world.  
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One of the NGO actors was also skeptical about the commitments made by the rich 
countries to the poor ones. He brought up the different green funds that were set up to 
help the developing countries with their technological transitions and developing 
adaptation strategies:  
I don't think the money ever showed up. It was just all some kind of, they promise and 
when they do something, it’s symbolic. Even I think that at some point the Europeans 
kind of realized that they couldn't be the only ones doing this, it had to be more of a 
global commitment. (An interviewee) 
Some of the realists consider the ‘innocent’ citizens of developed states paying for the 
‘wrongs’ done by the high emitting citizens in those states, as unacceptable.  
Now, putting aside moral or economic arguments about whether this level of aid is 
justified, the idea that the world’s richest countries are going to dump $100 billion on the 
world’s developing nations – including China, their fastest-growing competitor! – 
Without any strings attached is, well, fantastical. It just won’t happen. (David Roberts, 
the senior writer for Grist.org., The New York Times, December 11, 2009) 
According to my data, the way the Americans conceptualize climate justice is based on 
rather mitigation, technological solutions and language emphasizing rationality and 
efficiency than the moral conception attached to climate justice.  However, even though 
there weren’t many statements by the Americans that were justified with civic justice, 
no American delegates in the climate summits denounced the concept or denied the 
necessity of providing assistance to those in need.  
 
Accordingly, based on my material about the American climate change debate, there are 
problems associated with climate justice. First, the group of developing countries is 
fairly heterogeneous; the small and poor island nations have very different needs in 
terms of assistance money and climate change adaptation than for example China and 
Brazil whose economies are rather strong and vital. Second, what was notable, on behalf 
of American speakers, was the large amount of statements about burden sharing and 
emissions reductions instead of moral ones. Finally, the recent economic crisis in the 
United States has probably steered the attention away from global issues to domestic 
problems. Perhaps the moral side of climate justice is in danger of losing its 
substantiality. Surely the governments and the public acknowledge the importance of 
such concepts as justice and morality, but in terms of climate justice, they might 
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become dimmer; as everyone wants justice, and certainly governments take advantage 
of such concept, the eligible targets for it become blurry – exactly who do we want 
justice for? 
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??????Conclusions?
 
Climate change is a topic that provokes diverse arguments whether debating about 
climate science, carbon trading or climate justice. In this study I have argued in favor of 
studying the use of moral arguments in tracing national characteristics in climate change 
debate and stressed the importance of national frame in terms of climate change debate, 
since what is considered good and valuable varies from culture to another. The 
justification theory (Thévenot & Boltanski, 1999) and Public Justification Analysis have 
fitted well in the context of my research, both of them being sensitive to those cultural 
differences. The justification theory has taken into account the surrounding settings of 
the debate, while the PJA has allowed the examination of the moral arguments as public 
statements and set them in a broader context of a social debate. Furthermore, it has 
enabled both qualitative and quantitative analysis on newspaper material.  
This study proceeded to examine three climate change controversies identified by 
Harriet Bulkeley and Peter Newell (2010): The use of science, privatization and 
marketization of climate governance and climate justice. Furthermore, different 
technological solutions, based on the industrial world, were examined in the analysis 
chapter 5.  
I set out to answer the following research questions: who are the main actors taking part 
in the climate change debate in the United States and what kind of arguments are used; 
what kinds of solutions do they propose to combat climate change; how do local actors 
participate in the climate change debate and what kinds of arguments do they use. I 
stated three hypotheses based on the literature presented in this study. First was that in 
the United States, arguments based on liberal grammar and market- and industrial words 
are dominant. Second, I hypothesized that the debate has characteristics of polarization. 
My third hypothesis was that the interviewees representing the NGOs would state more 
ecological justifications and radical arguments compared to the ones found from the 
articles.   
Based on my material, the main actors taking part in the debate were different 
representatives of states and institutions. The governments’, officials’ and 
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intergovernmental organizations’ common appearance in the articles can be explained 
with at least two matters. First, as stated above, the large number of articles concerning 
the United Nations climate summits mainly reported statements from the delegates in 
the summits; representatives of governments and intergovernmental organizations such 
as the United Nations itself and officials. Second, climate change as a topic of debate is 
the kind that attracts the representatives of states and specific organizations to comment 
on current issues. 
 I have argued that the large share of claims by experts is closely linked to frequency of 
industrial justifications, since they often discussed issues concerning technology, 
science and systems in their arguments. Also, clearly statements from experts, all 
representing some sorts of authorities in their own fields of expertise, are often quoted 
in newspaper material concerning climate change. This concerns also the civic 
organizations that had a prominent voice in the debate, since they also belong to the 
group of actors that journalists turn to when reporting about environmental issues. 
Finally, businesses made surprisingly many statements. One might assume that the gap 
between ecological matters and businesses is still fairly wide. Yet, as I have argued, a 
development where an increasing number of private actors, including businesses, are 
participating in taking action against climate change seems to grow its popularity in the 
United States. 
Generally speaking, a large share of the statements in my material expressed some sort 
of frustration or discontent towards the climate summits as the outcomes of all four 
summits were considered as failures. No binding treaties were produced, while the 
different blocs of countries seemed to depart even further from each other. Hence, in the 
United States, many participants in the debate defined and stressed the importance of 
new regimes for climate governance. Politicians emphasized the importance of domestic 
regulation of emissions, such as carbon trading and technological solutions, while the 
NGOs argued in favor of the use of science and stressed the importance of local and 
regional actors. Businesses even promoted themselves as being ahead of politicians in 
terms of taking action against climate change. All in all, the traditional form of climate 
governance, composed mostly from states’ regulation and global, institutional efforts, 
was being contested.  
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The common usage of industrial justification supported my initial hypothesis: that in the 
United States the language used in climate change debate and the solutions offered to 
combat the problem are dominated by features of the industrial world; efficiency, 
production of material goods, planning and investments. On the other hand, since 
arguments based on industrial world can be used when discussing climate science, 
technological solutions, agreements and regulation, it is perhaps no surprise that in a 
debate that concerns climate change, the use of this justification is this popular.  
Climate science was a topic that in my material provoked strong emotions, and it’s no 
wonder; nowhere in the world is the climate skeptics’ foothold as strong as in the 
United States. Moreover, the debate about climate science well illustrated the inner 
divisions and polarization between the Democrats and the Republicans in the U.S. 
Hence, I argue that questioning climate science, or the consensus of it is not a negligible 
matter in the U.S.; even the “average” educated people who are not committed to 
climate change issues, therefore, not considered as real skeptics, are in doubt. They only 
question it unconsciously, or quietly. This was brought up by some of the interviewees 
as well as they told about somewhat awkward discussions they had with educated, 
successful people who were genuinely surprised when hearing that there is consensus 
among the climate scientists that climate change is real and caused by human activity.  
The biggest disputes in terms of privatization of climate governance concerned 
accountability and credibility. In terms of the justification theory, the crucial issue at 
stake is whether the moral values of the market and ecology worlds are regarded as 
compatible. It is no wonder that in the United States, the development regarding 
privatization of climate governance and the increased importance of private actors, has 
taken off well. After all, there is a strong emphasis on the economy and many social and 
political problems are conceptualized by financial and cost-effective means instead of 
governmental regulation and taxation. However, many questioned the sincerity of 
private actors saying that for them, environmental issues are just another trick to polish 
their images. Finally, the importance of creating global carbon markets was stressed to 
avoid unequal economic dynamics. 
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The topic of climate justice illustrated well the moral dynamics of the debate. In my 
material, the Americans avoided such moral statements that took a stance on the poor 
conditions in the Southern countries. Instead, they focused on numbers, money, burden 
sharing and emission reductions. Many argued for a global, binding treaty that took 
notice of the emissions emitted by the developing countries as well. On the other hand, 
the civic justice arguments belonged to the French style of argumentation very strongly 
as they emphasized the more solidarity towards the Southern countries and the need to 
make compromises (Kukkonen 2013, 48).  
The question that arose from my material is that whether the poorest developing 
countries suffer from the fact that they need to belong to the same group of countries 
with the emerging economic powers. After all, according to my material, the 
fragmented group of developing countries has an impact at least on the attitudes of the 
Americans towards climate justice. Although China has become the global leading 
investor in for example wind power (Liu & Kokko 2010, 5520), their reluctant attitude 
to accept international monitoring clearly is a deal breaker for the United States. 
Moreover, without a stronger emissions commitment and an agreement to international 
monitoring by China, the US. Congress is unlikely to approve any tough new domestic 
climate regime for the United States.  
Accordingly, based on my material, the Americans seek ecology through different 
mechanisms and external solutions. In her Master’s thesis, Anna Kukkonen (2013, 69–
70) studied the French climate change debate by examining the different justifications in 
Le Monde. Using the same theoretical framework and methods, her conclusions were 
that in the French debate, civic justifications, particularly those referring to justice in 
distributing the burden of climate change mitigation and adaptation, were much more 
common than in my material from the United States. Hence, whereas the French 
speakers place more importance on social and moral values, the Americans seem to 
conceptualize environmental issues through efficiency and calculations. For example, in 
the French debate, the civic justice, civic legal and ecological justifications overrode the 
market justification.  
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These findings are in accordance with earlier studies on the differences between France 
and the U.S. in this respect. In their comparative analysis of environmental conflicts in 
the Unites States and France, Thévenot, Moody and Lafaye (2000, 229, 263) came to 
the conclusion that in the United States, actors involved in the examined conflicts, used 
market arguments or combinations such as “market and civic” and “market and green” 
more than in France. 
The local perspective in the climate change debate was obtained by analyzing 
interviews by Californian NGOs. At the beginning of my study, I hypothesized that the 
NGOs’ justifications would differ from the ones found in the articles in a sense that they 
would indicate more radical thoughts and use more ecological justifications. However, 
this was not the case. Indeed, it was interesting how little they used direct references to 
ecological issues, hence, used the ecological justification. They mainly addressed the 
problem by technological terms emphasizing energy solutions and the use of scientific 
knowledge.  
Additionally, while it is not surprising that they emphasized local actors and efforts, the 
fact that they disregarded almost all national and international aspects was. They didn’t 
take a proper stance on global climate justice, national climate change debate, or 
international climate summits. Instead they returned questions about the issues 
mentioned above to state- or district levels, hence, stressed the importance of regional 
and local solutions and efforts, such as partnerships with multiple institutions and firms, 
and local projects to improve the sustainability in the nearby areas.  
Based on my material, I argue that the emphasis they put on external solutions is 
actually a general feature of American NGOs that stems from the country’s political 
culture. First, the large amount of industrial justifications from the NGOs was not just 
visible in the material from the interviewees, but also in the articles. Second point that 
supports my argument is cultural comparisons. Kukkonen (2013, 70–71) found that on 
the contrary to my material, the French NGOs criticized external solutions to climate 
change, including the use of technology and market mechanisms and instead, stressed 
the importance of more radical, societal changes. Moreover, they used more advocacies 
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pressuring the French state during the climate summits, whereas the representatives of 
NGOs in my material did not even take an interest towards them.  
Third, the findings of other scholars further support my argument stated above.  
Schellenberger and Nordhaus (2009, 122, 126, 148, 158) list following problems that 
the environmental movement has faced in the U.S. during the last 40 years: Its inability 
to communicate with the public and to create public debates, lack of money to compete 
with the fossil fuel industry and the lack of inspirational vision that would mobilize the 
public. Instead, this study suggests that they are promoting technical and market policy 
fixes that provide neither the popular inspiration nor the political power the community 
needs to deal with the problem but instead can be considered as short-term policy pay-
offs.  
Moreover, my findings indicate that the relationship of national political culture and the 
moral arguments used in the climate debate is not limited to the NGOs. I have argued 
that the common usage of industrial and market justifications are linked to the 
importance that the Americans place on economic competitiveness, efficiency, 
rationality and technology. These issues are also crucial when considering the United 
States’ stance towards climate justice; the impact of emerging economies such as China 
and India places the United States in an awkward position. If China is allowed to 
continue the economic growth without monitoring its emissions, the United States is 
likely to continue its skeptical path in terms of both joining a global, binding treaty and 
climate justice. 
My third hypothesis was that the debate is polarized between two opposing groups. This 
was certainly true. In the United States, where not just the political system is divided 
between two simplified ideologies, but the public’s attitudes as well, it is perhaps 
challenging to have constructive discussions about climate change. Having said that, it 
is no longer a surprise that the Americans approach climate change via technology and 
economic models, rather than trying to change people’s behavior in a country where 
such a large share of people does not even believe in climate change. 
Finally, I stated a hypothesis concerning the use of what Thévenot (2007) calls “liberal 
grammar” in the debate. I hypothesized that the United States as a major player in 
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global climate politics frequently uses liberal grammar, that is to say, estimates its own 
individualistic interests and economic benefits and costs over others. My findings 
support this hypothesis. The language of liberal grammar is utilized frequently when 
considering global climate politics, including but not limited to the United States.  
In dealing with climate change in a global arena, such as in the international climate 
summits, the concept of state sovereignty as a supreme independent authority over a 
geographic area, becomes crucial. According to Keohane (2002, 743), the concept of 
sovereignty can shed light in understanding the policy differences between the 
European Union and the United States. While the European Union has moved away 
from such concept, the United States has become one of its most robust defenders. 
Furthermore, by examining how different societies view such concept as power, 
authority and commitments, all of which are characteristic of sovereignty, we can gain 
insight into their actions. According to my data, the United States is one of those 
countries that certainly wants to maintain its national authority in defining climate 
policies.  
Yet at this point, it is worthwhile to recall the statement by Bulkeley and Newell (2010, 
3–4) introduced at the introduction of this study; instead of viewing climate change as a 
global problem, climate change should rather be regarded as a multi-level problem in 
which different levels of engagements and decision-making are involved in addressing 
climate change, including local, regional, national and international actors and 
networks. Moreover, they argue that nation-states are actually losing their authority in 
efforts to reduce GHG emissions. The privatized energy markets and globalized 
economy have left little power to governments to regulate their supply of energy and on 
the other hand, made them more dependent on the cooperation of communities and 
other non-state actors. This study has paid attention to those non-state actors by 
acknowledging the participation of all kinds of state- and non-state actors in the debate 
and by analyzing interviews from Californian NGOs. 
Having stated my results, a critical reflection on the material used is in place.  Even 
though I have argued that newspapers make up a useful material when examining 
climate change debate, it also creates certain bias. First, the articles were gathered 
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around the Unites Nations climate summits. This was justified with an assumption that 
because these vast, global events get a lot of attention, reporting on climate change is 
more numerous. However, due to this, the news reporting was largely focused on the 
United Nations’ climate summits, which of course are an important part of the debate, 
but the role of other topics concerning climate change remained relatively small. 
Furthermore, the articles had a lot of repetition: major events and statements of the 
summits were reported at least more than once. Finally, newspaper articles are selective 
in a sense that statements by average citizens get clearly less coverage than the ones by 
well-known persons – may they be politicians, experts or journalists. Hence, a material 
gathered according to different search terms would further contribute to this study. 
Another deficiency in terms of the data was the small amount of material representing 
the NGOs viewpoints. As it seems that in the United States, reducing risks of climate 
change relies on partnerships between different public-, private- and non-state 
institutions, the engagements of particularly NGOs would be a crucial topic of future 
research as they are one of the most potential groups of actors that communicate on all 
these levels, including the public.  
A more comprehensive analysis on the American civil society would also benefit from 
the justification theory in a sense that it enables the scrutiny of how the NGOs justify 
their values and motives in terms of environmental action and how they transfer those 
values to the public. For the reliance on values that stem from the industrial and market 
worlds in the United States apparently isn’t enough to convince the public of the 
severity of climate change; inspirational values and alternative visions are also crucial in 
terms of affecting to the public’s opinions and perhaps, in the long run, overcoming the 
skeptics influence and creating an atmosphere for electoral and legislative victories 
down the road for those arguing for more active policymaking on climate change. 
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